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FpREWORD
.. ..

23/4/1975 .)

-.. .: ) - ,

To today's children there is nothing particularly wonderful about radio
and television or, indeed, a our any form of the mass' media. Those of us who
have observed 11)4 eve growing web of corhmunications which envelops us
will probably never c ase to wond at the ease with which we't-all in music 1
for our enjoyment no only from alt parts of our own country but even from 5

other parts of the world. The sight of man on the moon is to its a never-
, to-be,forgotten experience. But young people do not look on it that way. They4 accept` any form of the mass media as normality an,d would' Wonder if it were

to, be taken away froin them. In particular, life without television they would ,
reject ,as quite intolerable. - '', , . .. . 5. /

.

. It follows, therefore, that those of us who are teachlrs are flying in the. .
face of reason if we fail to appreciate the influence. the _mass media has upon '
young.minds; if we perpetually disregard the messages which radio and television
tiring to the floticeof those who are in our classes, if Ice think what we have to 6

1 6.

4, say has any more validity tO our stu(lents thantthe 'messages from the box",
in ifte press or on the screen. Yet there are those who, fearing the power of .

the Mass media, refuse to acknowledge its presence"- in their classrooms, believ- f
ing or' hoping that if they ignore it in their teaching it will some how or other go
awaSfor, at least, lose its grip upon the youmg minds wi?h which they seek to
communicate. - , , .
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V SomAyears ago in the sonf.efl of the tistralian College of Education, -

I met Brother Kelvin Canavan whose thoughts obviously ran along lines similar
to mine antrwho\zas then engaged in writing a, set of guidelines for teachers
in primary schools- to help them' to bring- the mass media into their class-
monis 14-11 positive- way. Now, after further sxudi overseas he has gone further.
and developed, his thesiNy extending his'gutdelines into the secondary school
and those who read this cu )Tent work will not: only themselves gain a new insight
into the influence of radio, television,' film and the press but also find a.

. strategy outlined to help them to link these forces into the everyday work of
-their students and bring a new rerevance into their teaching. t'.

A

46 FRANK WAITS
DIRECTOR OF EDUCATION
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1.0' A Rationalenale far MediaEducatipn in the Primary Schckol

The time has come to introducq into the
primary and secondary schools or Australia a
new subject that recognises the role of the mass
media in our society and aims to help students
in all years to be appreciative, discribinating and
critical listeners, viewers and readers This new
subject may appropriately be called "Mass Media
Edutation." *

The mass media in recent yedrs have emerged ,
a§ powerful forces for the education and social-
ization of young Australians F?Avpetiple ,remain
outside the orbit of media influen while most
spend considerable time reading the press, view-
ing film'and television and listening to the radio.
Yet, the majority of people are not receiving
adequate help to develop an appreciation of the
media, and educational agencies show only scat-
tered interest in the problem. Today, the literacy
Allis.; taught in schools, should be extended to
include the visual and audio areas made so
crucial by ,the advent of the electronic
If schools are to maintain the claim that they
prepare students to take their place, in society,
they 'must begin to equip 'them witIP;kills essen-
tial to theintelligent handling of the mass media.

The idea of introducing. Mass Media Educa-
tion into AuA-4ian schools has been occasioned
by the growing realisation that the mass media
are. significant forces in the lives of most Aus-
tralians. This awareness has been fostered by
(1) research findings on the exposure of Aus-
tralians to television, and other media; V) the
growing interest of teachers, parents and re-

+ib searchers in the.impact of the media, especially
on young people; (3) the continuing growth of a
powerful media industry in Australia; (4) the
knowledge that 'parents are generally not able to
help their children become critical and discrim-
inating in their use of the Media; (5) the move-
ment of Boards of Secoldary Studies (to encour-

i

age schools to make provision in r curriculum,
for a wider range of courses based o new areas
of interest; (6) the' Decree on Social ommuni-
cations of the Second Vatican Council; and
(7) the statement on media education malt by
the Australian Bishops' Conference in September,
1972, asking all Catholic schools to begin media
educalion as soon as a curriculum /as available.

4

1.1 Exposure to the Mass Media
All but a handful pf Australians are a used

to television, film, press and radio from a
early age. The present population of approxim-
ately 13.27 million persons possesses 11.1 mil-
lion i-adibs and 4.4 million television sets.
Approximately 96 per cent of Australians live in
a dwelling with at least, one television set. Radio
penetiation in the country is 99.7 per cent and
in the cities it is almost 100 per cekt, ale§, a
newspapers in Australia exceed 4.3-itmillion
daily.' 1Television viewing by school students app6ars
to reach a peek during the first years of second-
ary school. Thomas' and Lane (1965.) found that
Form One students in Victoria viewed in excess
of 1,200 hours in a single year while,. Powell
(1971) found that Form Two students in the
same state averaged slightly more than 1,300
dewing hours per year:,In a comparative study
in San. Francisco, Schramm et al. (1961) found
that studcnts in Gradq,. 8 viewed almost 1,200
hours, per ypar. After Grtkt 8 .these students
tended to spend less time w tIrthe television.
Thomas and Lang (1965)' provide figures from
Form One onward which tend to support the
assertion that television viewing reaches a peak
during the early years in secondary school and
then steadily declines.

.

TABLE .
Mean Hours per week spent watching. Television

for Boys and GirIS Famk to 6*

Form 1 Form 2 Form 3 Form 4 ' ) Fdr.m 5 Form 6

Day .
Students,
(Boys)

f >

.
,

23.9 22.8 4-- 20.8 f 17.11

'
12.5

AS

10,9

bay
Students
(Girls) .

22.2 21.5 18.7 16.7 11.2 6.4

Taken from Thomas and Lang (1965)

* In this sttidy the term "Mass Media Education" will b, used to, denote a m.huul ,urrh.ulum
process of studying and understanding the mass media.

unt.eined with the
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The decline in 'television` viewing among adolf
escents appears.to be accompanied by an increase
in,their..use of.the radio. The average teenager
spends 2.75 hours each day listening to the
radio:V. ,., P i

While children:s televisc..n. viewing tends to
peak in the first year pf secondary school,

0

'research findings indic*te" that from a very early
age ,children are viewing a great deal of television.
Results of a study conducted in five states by the
author (Canavan, 1973) and involving 47,175
students in Grades 4 - 7 =in Catholic primary
schools indLcated that upper primary school
children were viewing an average of 2.33 hours
of lelevision on school ,days.

TABLE 2 ,

Hours of Daily TV Viewing (Mon. - Thurs.) of Children
in Australilin :Catholic Primary Schools (Grades 4.7):

1971 -.1973

Hours, .0 - 1 1 -2 2 - 3 3 - 4, 4 - 5 5 - 6 Total

Number of
Children -111,668 10,840 8,562 ; 6,851 ,

4.

6,205 .3,0:19 47,175*

o/o . 24.7% , 23.0% 18,1% 14.3% .J3.2% 6.7% * 100%

Average: 2.33 hours`daily

This represented approximately 55.66% of the children enrolled in the upper primary grades in tho 5 states surveyed.

In another study involving parents of upppr
primary pupils in 'Sydney Catholic schools .the
author (Canavan, 1974) found that parents tstim-.
ated,. that the- children-averaged' -2.48hours
television on school days. As 'the, time spent-
viewing on weekends and holidays is generally
greater than on Ichool days, it is estimated That
these primary pupils average in excess of 1,000
hqurs of television in a year. In Australia, prim-
aw pupils spend less than 1,100 hours in sehool
eabh year. c

TABLE3
Comparison of hours per yeat primary children
spent in class, with those spent watching tdivision

° at home.

Classroom

Viewing'T.V..
at home

1,040 hours is the maximum ,1

.1,000 hours is the approximate
average*

This figure is based. on Information contained In Table 2.

A major study of the television habits of very
young children in Australia remains to be done,
but it is the author's opinion that the present
pattern in Australia is similar` to that in the
United States. In a study involving nearly 25,000
American parents, Barcus (1973) found that by
the age of three American children were aver-
aging 1,000 hours of television annually. Barcus
found little variation in viewing hours among
children betwen the ages of three and eleven.

Primary and secondary, students also spend
considerable time reading the press. In a .study
of 5th and 6th grade students attending Catholic
schools in Sydney in 1972, the author (Canavan,
1972) found that 43' per cent were reading some-.
thing in the daily newspaper on any given day.

Aboilt half of these daily readers were reading
news stories. The same survey revealed that 46
per cent of the students in the sample read milks

--on ...any. given day. -

2

TABLE. 4
Survey of Reading Habits of Fifth and Sixth

Pupils*

.. QUESTIONS
"YES"/RESPONeES

BOYS v GIRLS
. ,

Did You
lead something M a newspaper
In the previous 24 hours?

47% 38%

Did You
read a neweitem In a newspaper
In the previous 24 hours?

26% --..0/0..

Did You k

read a sporting item In a news-
p6per in the previous 24 hours?

25% .13%

Did You-
read' comics in the 'previous 24
hours?

50% 42%

1,955 boys and 1,699 girls were included in thi survey con.
ducted in Catholic schooli In tho Archdiocese of Sydney orb

Eith9th February, 1972.

Considering also the time spent reading maga-(
tines and visiting the cinema it is obvious that
the average Australian child and, young adoles-
cent spends considerably more with the mass
media, than he does attenditig class. It would
appear safe to hypothesise that only sleep Au-
pies greater proportion of the average student's
life between kindergarten and middle second-
ary than do the mass media.

This massive expOsure to the mass media is
..ertainly not limited to children. Adults in Aus-
tralia also spend a large proportion of their time'

a
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with the media. Australian, Broadcasting Control
Board research in 1969\ revealed that 41 per
cent of adults in Sydney watch more than 3 hdurs
of television each day. Figures ,tiblished by the
Australian Radio Advertising Bureau show that
87,per cent of all people over ten years orage
listen to commercial radio, and these people
average 128 hours per day.

All this exposure to mass media must have
a significant impact on Australians: young and
old. What follows is an attempt to assess the sig-
nificance of )hat impact anr1-$10 el-wine the im-
plications for education with (artitrUtar reference
to curriculuni-construbtion.

1.2 impact of the Mass Media
Ventification, of the impact of the %ass media

on people is a complex task. Thereare extensive
iresearch studies on the subject and m all attempt
to 'give some structure to the examination of
the literature the studies have been loosely
grouped 'into four broad categories: (1) studies
taking a general systems perspective, (2) Studies
taking a stimulus-response perspective, (3)studies
of television as an industry, and (4) studies which
focus on the role of parents in children's tele-
vision. behaviour. These categories are not exclu-
sive and some studies could be, placed in a
number,of categories.

General Syste,ms Perspective
When con/sideringube impact of the mass

media on .people, one should not think simply
in terms of hours viewed, particular programmes
watched and 'newspapers read by individuals.
This information, may be of some use, but as
television and the other media, to a lesser extent,
permeate the culture, one heeds to consider
media effects from a.itifficiently broad perspec-
tive that provide overview of the total
impact on tile people and their way of life. By
aatiching a general systems rationale such.an
overview may be obtained. Working within a.
general systems frainevvork, one views culture
as,a network of int4f.elated sub-systems that are
inherentlydinked,and that are in constant inter-

...action will) each other. Chatige in one sub- System

oft

lead's into change in other subsystems and change',
' at the individual levet will lead to change at,*

societal level: In analysing mediareffects studies
. 4
in

,terIms of .general systems theory the foctS is
0 on the whole (culture).when considpring 'a giyeri

part (televisioa). // . 4 3 1
i.... s. 1

The popular concept: of communication as
. process.tells us that meaning is not inhertnt in

,. the message but exists in the transaction between'.
the sedder. and the r eiver. Hence, communi-
cation does -Rot occur ntil. the receiver assigns
some meaning Yo the context and content of the
sender's message. This is not to say that infor-
mation cannot shave an objective existence apart
from the communicator or the audience. But in;
formation is not communication; 'lather it is a
stimulus or cause of communication. An Appreci-
ation of communication as process, together with
a general systems perspective, will lead one to
see television and the .other mass media as sys-,
tetns within a larger sfita, namely cultures
These mass media are in constant - .interaction
witlf other systems the viewers, their social
behaviour, deb- cultural symbols, their economic
pncl political systems -- and should ,not be
studied in isolation.

A systems and process approach to media ,
effects study does not permit one to isolate par-
ticular variables in 'order to explain communi-
cation phenomena in terms of.cause and effect.

I The treatment'of messages by the media, interest
. level and auclibuce disposition are examples of

. variables that. are in constant jnteraction.'"with
each other as well as with allogt of other vari-
ables. The whale proces4; which operates in space
find time, is best viewed as non=linear, ongoing
and circular.

A syslems *roach to media study has beep
preferred to an approach based on the stimulus-
respense paradigm whieh pursues communication
study in linear terms\ The bulk of media research
available today is from a stiraulus-response per-
spective and despite elaborate, attempts to isolate
and control variables, the studies do not provide
us witlt appreciation of the total ,functioh of
the me m in the culture. However, the better
stimulus-response type studies, when taken col-,
lectively, can beAsed tp support a general over-
'view of media e is on the culture. ..

T re is a groing body of communication
se oars working within this general systems
paradigm. The, chatismatic McLuhan, who has
done a great deal tp opularize this systems
approach to media .tu y, uses attention on
the impact of the me is o he social system as
a whole. Taking a distan erspective McLuhan
believes that the mass media are doing a good
deal more than transmitting messages. They' are
altering the very essence of- our culture by creat-

2u11g

"ncw languages with new and unique powers
f expression." 3 Developing this idea McLuhan

writes: .

9
p
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cilitorically," the resources of English have
been shaped and pressed inconstantly new.
and changing ays. The 'printing press ,

, changed, not o y the quantity of writing, but
the character of language and the relations
between author' and public. Radio, film, TV
pushed written 'English towards the spon- -

. taneous shifts and freedom of the 'token.
idiom. They aided us in the recovery of intense
awareness of facial language and bodily ges-

Ir. tore. 4 ' -
N

By drawing attention to the more global.,
effects pf the mass Media in.our culture McLuhan .
has succeeded in getting people to consider alter:-
nate ways of approachingpmedia study. By adopt--
ing a sufficiently wide perspective that permits the
whole, and not just, the parts, to be seen Mc-
Luhan- argues Mal the communications %volution
is trartsforming our culttlre at an unprecedented

J r a t e . . .
."'

This .complex interrelationship between the
mtdia and the culture has also been explored by
Goldsen at Cornell University. Television, Gold-
sen believes, exercises a powerful, formative inr
fluence on a co'nntry,'s culture. Possessing the
power to ',legitimize, television is in a position to
help define or create behavioural norms, to show
what is acceptable for the culture at a particular
point of time, For golds* television content is
both a prochict and producer cif culture. As a

;producer of ,culture it ha some effect on what
people do, say and think.tIt affects the language
and symbols the people' lose, the fashazns they
admir%- the sports ,they ifollom It also affects
social 'relationships. More importantly, television

%fleets the attitudes, valtiCs and beliefs of people,.
-,especially young people. .

I Goldsen .rejects the view that television content
is essentially determined 'by public derhand. .he

. believes that television organizes tastes rather
than respond to them and the choices people
make are limited by what is made available by
the stations, lime accept this iiew of.,teleVision
we should. remember as did the March Hare ,..
in Alice in Wonderland that If we do' not
actively ,try io get what we like, we shall end up
liking what we get. The ,implications of this

. observation will be developed later in this
ehapter.'

,The televisign networIZand tbtir :stations
beam programmes and commercials intolthe total
airspace of the country,` and Goldsen beliCve4
that people; arc influenced whether they watch
television or not. Developing this line of thought
Goldsen explains: ,

. . . our children do not have to take drugs to
be affected by the drug culture; they do not
have to listen to rock music to be ,affected by
rock-culture. Our black children do not hrive
tovexperilm,..e a racial insult to be affected by
racism. Well, it is my wittention that neither
db. our children have to watch a given tele-

a
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vision program to be affected by its mass
trdasmissiOn...5.

The adolescent, In particular, will be influenced
by what his peers have seen and read ancneard.

The mirk of Goldsen complements that of
N1cLuban and adds considerably 'to our under-
standing of the lunctii3n of the medialn society.
Working ftdm a general systems perspective she
has managed to stridy, the media without dis-
aggregating the social system. She has provided
us with a conceptual 'framework tha/ incorpor-
ates all the variables in the' communication
process. ,

This general systems approacli . to media
effectijtudy has ais9 been follq,wed byGerbner
,(1974); Condry (1972) and Carpenter (1972):
Gerbner, (1972) studied tht_symbolic content of
the environment arid concluded that modern
communications are transforming the environ-
ment at an unprecedented rate. The rate' of
change is now so rapid that succitsive 'genera-
tions are now being specialized in very different
environments and in ery different ways. Gerbner
explains:

In only two decades of massive national exist-
ence television has transformed the political
life of the nation, has changed the daily habits
of our people, has moulded the style of the
generation, made over-night global phenomena
out of local.happenings, redirected the flbw of
information and values from traditibnal chan-
nels into centralized networks reaching into
every home. In other words it has profoundly
affected what we call .the process of socializ-
ation, the process by which members of Our'
species become human! a t.
In developing this theme Gerbner makey the

point, as ,do McLuhan and Goldien, t14 the,
mass media' today have the power to mass-pro-4'r
duce messages that have the potential to create
mast publics and_thus alteg, the traditional pro-
cess of socialization. He writes:

Never before have so n7any people in so many
places ,shared so much of a common system
of messages and images. an thk.assrimp-,
tiqns about life, society, and the world that
the system embodies while having,so little
to do with creating the stem. In sum, the
fabric of popular cultu lint relates the de-
ments of existence to one another and shapes
the common consciausnes of what is, what is
important, what is right and what is related
to what else is now largely a manufactured
product.

He is quick to point out, however, that one
always communkates more tDings or different.
things than one is aware of. Thus a com-
mercial featuring a pain reliever, to cite an ex-
ample, communicates a whole, range at different'
messages toldifferent people.,Sofne will probaialy
get the intended message, others may get a mes- e

10
I
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sage Contained in the underlying assumptions of
the commercial and still others could be expec-
ted to get a distorted message.,

Linking more specifically at childre n's tele-
vision Condry (1972) has followed a similar line
of research, addressing himself to the question
of attitudes aid values. Making ,the point that
mearchers have only recently begin to examine .
television, in terms of cultural impact, he begins
hiS study by fooking at fife needs of children' and

* their intellectual developffent and concludes-that
the effects 4f television, need to be considered in
the light of the ,ecology of childhood:
Cohdry believes, this ecology is out Of baance as '
a result of rapid social and cultural change and
will need to be carefully considered, wheri design -

,mg studies to determine the impact of, televiskin.
' Dismissing, for the most part, ehildren'slele-

vision as "an endless parade of mindless dr?vel,"
Condry points out that any distortion is harmful
for young people if it is consistent and not coun-
teracted by Other more realistic influences.

Carpenter (1972), a disciple of 11//cLu*han, also
views the media according to general systems
theory. Basing his obsegations on experiences, in
many countries he continually explains how a
change in one element of ascommunicatioi sys-
tem will lead to Ohangei in the whole system.
Hence, to study the effects of television or radio
one needs. to look, at their impact o5 the.whole
culture;

v.4 =These five researchers have argued for the
necessity pf adopting_ a global or systems
apprbach to media effects atudy. They emphasize
the interrelationship among variables :and des:
tribe how'the mass media affect an Blithe culture.
In a country saturated with massonedia these
effesta are considerable and Can be seen through-
out the culty.re. The whole process, of 'education
and'socialization is influenced by this powerful
force. The` educationaj, implications of these
effects will be considerevyn the final section of
this chapter.

Stimulus-Response Perspective
The bulk 9f media effects research in the last

decade has been ` conducted from a stimulus-
response perspective and has generally attempted
to manipulate variables to establish causal lel&
tionShips. The value of this approach to research
is (restricted by the fact that human behaviour
and personality development are dependent on

V A I many interrelated vnriables and it is a near in-
. suikrable task to isolate the influences of tele--.
Wision, film, prpss radio4owever, if we ex-

. .

alnine the finditts of some-N the more substantial
stimuluszrespOnse oriented ktudies from our,
seneral systems perspective, vie can build up a
more compl6te picture of th function of the
media in the culture.

In 1971 the annotated bibliography in the
Television and Social Behavior series listed
approximately 250 stu dealing with thV im-

e

paa of television un children in man!countries.
Since then research has, continued in the United
States and the impetus for substantial and expen-
sive studies hat come from the three television
networks, pressure groups such as ActiOn Tor
Children's Television and the Council on Child-
ren, 'Media and Merchandising,' and from the
Fedetal Trade Commission (FTC) and the Fed -
eral Commission (FCC). Its is
Beyond ,the'scope of this chapter to review all
these studies, but an attempv will be made to
pinpoint the highlights 'from a cross-section that
appears to have .particular relevhnce for Aus-
tralian educators in the 1970s. .4

Television research in Vvustralia has been lim-
ited to Viewing patterns and in order to consider
the effects of exposure to this medium it will be
necessary to draw on research conducted in the
United States. Australian and United States tele-
vision are similar in many respects. Both coun-
tries have approximately 96 per cent of homes
with at least one television set and children from
the homes average in excess of 1,000 hours
tele io): each year. Both.countries have Three
corn networks and programming content
is frequently similar. It appears safe to assume
tliat, in general terms, many United States tele-
vision studies would have implicationi for Aus-
tralia and could be helpful in formulating .an
overview of the impact of television on viewers in
this Country.

Since televisioh first appeared researehert have
examined both its direct, and indirect effects on
child' and adult behaviour. McDonagh (1950)
found decreases in the amount of reading and
ertnversig, as well as in radio listening and
movie attendance after the purchase of a tele-

, .Nision set. Maccolpy (1951) established that child-
ren were substituting television for use of other
Mass media, for some of their play time .and for
time previously spent on household tasks. Jenks
(1955) found that television created many prob-
lems in thehome. These included conflicts over
programme choice, interfdence with children's
bedtime, watching too many programmes, and
interference with meals, family outings,' living
room activities, chores and homework. put
Schramm and Roberts (1971), after reviewing
two decades of studies, concluded. that telpvision
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/ appeared to have had a very, minor effect on the
school work of children, in the United.States and
England. They found 'that when intelligence is
taken into account, there is little relatiodship be-
tween amount of viewing and school results, and
the child mho watches television instead of corn-

, "pleting his homework would 'probably be doing
something else if televisioh were not available:

The use of television as an escape'mePEanisit
has bee studied at some length. Maccoby (1954)
proposed that a- child's interest in television may
be symptomatic of a heed for vicarious satisfac-
tion' when the child is frustrated in his att mpt§
to achieve satisfaction in real life. Chi ren,
Maccoby concluded, may ,find it easier to,p tain
this satisfaction through fantasy in television tharr
through normal social relationships. Pearlin
(5959) continued this 1ine.9f research with adults
and concluded television offers relief to anxious
individuals. It provides them with an opportunity
to withdraw' periodically from unpleasant situ-
ations. Forsey (1963) theorized that people watch
television in an unconscious effort, to resolve
conflicts abotit personal development and social'
adjustment, rather thin- to be entertained. While
supporting these findings Katz and Foulkes
(1962) found that the media may also strengthen
one's position in social relationships. Children,
for example, who are attached to their parents
may use television to draw themselves closer to
the family. Wiebe (19.69) examined the psycho-
logical factors in audience 'behaviour and found
an inverse relationship between, the 'numbers of
viewers and the cultural merit of programmes..
This led to the hypothesis that the medium, by
offering

i

immediate need gratification and mini-
mizing intellectual effort, attracts viewers who do

knot want to become involved. Wiebe concluded
that people prefer a Medium where they arc
excused from acknowledging others and which
presents them with symbols and images but never
real persons. .' ,

-.Glynn (1956) suggested that television, fosters
traits of passivity and acpendence and uncon-
sciously shapes the viewer's character. He cited
several cases of mentally ill individuals for whom
television is a mother substitute, satisSying,
childish needs and promoting regression to in-
fancy. Clark (1969) saw television .at a cause of
social conflict and a method of controlling it.
Communications, he found, function to maintain
the established social order and are therefore
crucial to the understanding of social conflict..

To cite the findings of two more typical re-
search studies may help to male the point that
television hai some positive inTluence on children.
Stein, et al. (1972) established that television can
play an important role in the tocial detreloproent
of children. They write:

Our findings indicate that the them& of co-
operation, .persistence in difficult tasks, toler-
ance of frustration and delay, and verbaliz-

I

c

ation of feelings are Understood by children
\-34. and alter their behavior.

In another study Stevehsoii (19/1) found that
television programmes can lead to positive pffects
on the cognitive development of children.' These
two studies are rePresentativa and could be pp-
ported by hundreds of parents and school
teachers who have constantly pointed out to the
author that their children are very much in-
fluenced by the mel 'rThese findings ce'rtainly
come as no surprise
believed in the ability of the media to change-the'
behaviour of adults and children.

Over Jim' years a number 0f studies have
ported some relationship between aggressive be
hav lour and viewing violence on television but
Methodological weakness, and general failure to
control all the variables,did not permit the reso
lution of the questiog as to the nature of this
relationship; The Naffonal C-6mmission on The
causes and Prevention of Violenee (1969) drew
attentkin to the signifreanee of the question when
it concluded:

. . . that a constant diet 9f violent behaviour,
on television has an adverse ect con human
character and attitudes. Viole e on television
encourages violent ,forms o behaviour, and
fosters moral and social v es about violence
in daily life which are nacceptable mra civil-
ized society. 9 ... ,

Experimental suppdit for this statement could be
found in the research of Bandura and Tiis associ-
ates. In their classic expo 'ment Bandura et at
(1963a) observed young c ildren. at play' after
exposing them to different lstirpuli. -They foUnd
that children who had experienced' real-life cr
filmed instances of aggression did not differ in
total aggressivene.ss, but did exhibit about twice
as much imitative physical and verbal aggression
as the children who saw noraggressive acts.
From these results the investigators concluded
that television. may serve as ark influential model
of social behaviour but caution that one must
distinguish between the child's learning about
6ggression and his translating it into action. Ban -
dura et aL (1963b) and Bandura (1965) produced
same additional evidence to support this con-
cluSion. A similar pattern of results is found in
studies by Berkowitz et al. (1963) and Berkowitz
(1965) who worked with college students: Once
again subjects yiewing aggressive film reacted
with more aggression than control subjects view-
ing, neutral or non-aggressive material. IP addi-
tion Berkowitz (1965) demonstrated that the
aggression provoked t y film is more likely to
be directed at persons toward whom the subjects
already feel some hostility. But Berkowitz em-
phasises that the target person need not be some-
one who has been,the immediate cause of injury
or frustration.
I Since the forlhation of the Surgeon General's

Scientific Advisory Committee on Televisionind
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Sucia),Behavior in April, 1969, reseafehers in the
14aitel States ,have looked very closely at the
effects of teleVised violence on yoting viewers.
This committee, with a budget ccohe million
dollars 1^ commissioned 67 independent pieces
of research in an attempt to resolve he question
of whether there is a 1.ausalconnection between
televised crime and violence and antisocial be-
haviour. A report and 'five volumes of studies
published. in 1972 failed -to co4letely resolve
the question but the Committee did conclude
,that:

The experimental studies bearing on the effects
of aggressive television entertainment content
on children Support certain conclusions. First,
violence 'depicted, on televisidni can immediately
or shortly :thereafteLinduce mimicking or
.popying by ,Aildrer. 'Second, under certain,,
circurastanceMelevision violence can instigate
an increase in aggressive acts4 The accumu-
lated evidence, however, does not warrant the
conclusion that televised violence has a uni-
formly adverse effect nor the conclusion that it
has an adverse effect on or majority of child-
ren. It'ednnot even be said, that the majority
of the children in the various studies we have
reviewed, showed an increase in ,aggressive

.behavion,in kresponSe to the Violent fare to
which.they were exposed. Thretlenee does
ikdicate that televised violence ma lead to in-
creased aggressive behavior in certain sub-
groups of child-re , who might 'constitute a
small portion r A substantial proportion of
the total pop tion, of ' young television
viewers. We can of estimate the size o the
fraction, however, since the available evidence
does not come from cross-section samples of
the entire American population of children. 11

But poor methodology robs, this substantial'report
of much. of its value. The television, industry
alone was given the veto power by the Surgeon
General over nominations for places on the com-
mittee and this was used to exclude Bandura and
Berkowitz, &hose research had consistently
shown a link between exposure to.violent stimuli
and aggressive behaviour. Three of the twelve
members of the' committee were in the employ
of the networks. -Of the 67 studies commissioned
only 5 seriously studied the television stimuli.
The remainder focused on children, adolescents'
and adults and paid little attention to the stimuli.
Despite The inconclusive nature of the report the
three networks in the United States made efforts
to reduce the violent content of programmes and
at the same time commissioned more studies into
the effects of violent television on viewers. The
final results of this rietwoq: sponsored research
are nbt yet available.

To conclude this consideration of the effects
of television violence on viewers, it must be said
that while the definitive study remains to he done
we need to conceptualize the problem from a
general systems perspective. This approach recog-

A.
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nines that television operates in a complex social
setting and .its effects are undoubtedly mitigated.
by. other social influences. But it is of concerni
to the author that at a time when the values and

e the influence of traditional institutions such as
.aply, church and school are in question, tele-

vision is continuing to emphasise violent styles of
life.

Television as an Industry
During the past e years much of the study

to
of television in the nited- States has focused.On
the broad issue of te television as a powerful indus-
try. Melody (1973), Choate (1971, 1973),
Howard and Hulbert (1973), Pearce (1973) and
JOhnson (1970) have all examined the functions
of television in American society today. From
broad perspectives they attempt to explain the
function of television in a capitalistic society
which possesses the medium to the point of sat-
uration. These five contributions to the under-
standing of television grew out of a frequently
expressed concern by parents and others looking
tO the FTC and the FCC for some Dositive action
on children's television. The author believes these
writings have relevance for those interested in
understanding ..the function of . the media in
Australia.

Thp television industry in Australia is run by
corporatiohs who are in the business tto Make a
profit, and over the past twenty! years \these cor-
porations have discovered that the medium can
be an effective tool for commercial marketing.
Television has become the dominant medium for
advertising to both adults and children. '4

To ,appreciate the role of the television indus-
try in Australian society it would be 1pful to
examine the basic functions of 'the in ustry and
the relationship of these functions to e com-
mercial component of,the economy. According to
Melody (1973) and Johnson (1970) the customer
to whom the market responds is not the viewing
audience but, rather, the advertiser. And the
viewing audience is not the customer in the mar-
ker, but rather, the product being sold. In oth4r
words, the 'networks sell the viewing audience fo
the advertisers. This is not to imply that the
interests of audience and advertiser ,are neces-
sarily opposed. In many respects their interests
would be similar but it is important to recognize
that the, system is fundamentally responsive to the
advertiser.

The magnitude of the television industry's role
in many Western economies was underlined by
J. K. Galbraith who wrote in The New Mdus-
trial ,

The industrial systetn is profoundly dependent
upon commercial television and could not exist
in its present form without it . . . [Radio and
television .are] the prime instruments for the
management of consumer demand. 12
Commercial telAision, according to Choate

7
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(1971), introduces young viewers to the ground
mules of the private enterPrise system in a dis-
appbinti way. Choate does not totally object
to selling children but believes it should be
done in a' ma ner which" will help them acquire
prudent consumer habits. HOpefully, tile young
can learn to be cautious without ,having to dis-
trust ,and hate' their economic system: Choate
(1973) reported .to the FCC that the foods sold
to children by American-. television are not
meats, fruits, vegetables and dairy products.
Rather, they are the contrived and processed
foods, some with, but any without nutritional
merit, that dominate the airwaves. In most food
advertisements directed to children the emphasis
is on sweetness, colour and shape and Choate
(1973) concluded that this advertising practice
kit children with a preoccupation for processed
foods.

HoWard and Hulbert (1973) .in a staff report
to. the FTC essentially supported Choate. They
saw a need for children to learn hew' to consume
but frqm the evidence Submitted to the FTC they
concluded that it does not follow that television
is a necessary, or even 'desirable part of this
learning experience. Their report 'stated:

It is conceivable that television advertising
could frustrate, rather than aid, these goals.
Consumer education per se would be a more
effective (althoyh more expensive) alterna-
tive.

'Bab Howard and Hulbert (1973) and Choate
(1971) expressed concern that, as a result of
televised advertising, children frequently become
surrogate ,salesmen urging parents to buy par-
ticular products and there is some evidence that
this pressure could lead to tension within the
family. The most frequent requests Ward -(1972)
found were for food products. These requests
decreased wich the age of the children, but
mother's yieldings increased with the age of child-
ren. Ward also found that younger children were
more inclined to attribute credibility to advertis-
ing, but even the youngest (five- to seven-year -
old) viewers responded that advertising "some-
times" tells the truth but not "always".

The effects of television on the eating habits of
children and adults have been studied by Clancy-
Hepburn (1974) and Nevill (1973). But, as with
the studies on violence, the researchers are un-

,able to readily isolate the influence of the inde-
pendent variable and hencq statements about the
effect of television one eating habits must remain
tentative. The evidence expressed before the
Select Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs
41f the United States Senate in 1973 revealed an
increasing concern about the' quality of the
American 'diet. Studies revealed a decline in
some 'very important parts of this diet. This
decline is accompanied by a striking increase in
the consumption of snack foods. In his opening
statement as Committee Chairman, Senator
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eorge McGovern stated:

In its investigation of thii issue, the committee
. has beepine aware of the special- importance

that television now plays in influencing the
nation's nutritional habits. The television ad-

>vertising of food products now exerts an enor-
41, mous new influence on the nation's Children.

. . A heavy proportion of these commercials
deal with fo9d products and preeminently
with breakfast and snack "foOds. 14'

-The impact a television advertising on food
buying and consumption pattdrns can only be
estimated but it appears safe to conjecture that
the industry is convinced that behaviour can be
altered by advertising. New products are
launched with expensive television com1nercials,
and contracts between food companies and adver-
tisingagencies are renewed rogulirly, indicating
mutual satisfaction. Direct observation by Gifft
et al. (1971) led them to write:

The presence of television in the house causes
certain changes in eating behavior in many

Mealtimes are adjusted so that fav-
orite programs can be watched, or meals eaten
hurriedly with a minimum of attention and
conversation so that programs will not be
missed or else are eaten on trays in front 'of
the set. Snacks are frequently consumed
while watching. One cam only guess about the
extent and nutritional significance of the eat-
ing behavior that makes accommodation to'the
commanding presenceof television. 15
In response to phssure trom those concerned

about various aspects of children's television the
Australian Broadcasting ContrOl Board in 1973,
issuedall commercial television stations with a list
of restrictions on television advertising directed at
children. Included in the list are orders that
advertisements must refrain from directly urging
children to put pressure on parents to buy the
products advertised. The stations were also dir-
ected not to place undue emphasis on the use of
sue words as "only" or "just" when mentioning
the price of ap 'advertised product. ReItrictions
on advertising in programmes directed at children
are not unique to Australia. According to
Howard and Hulbert (1973) cleyen of the sixteen
free-world countries they surveyed did not per-
Nit any advertising on children's programines.
The United States was the only country which
permitted more advertising on children's pro-
grammes than on adult programmes.

While the basic question about food habits and
their relationship to television must still remain
unanswered one needs to continue to look at the
effects of television in the context of the social-
ization of children. This point will be developed
later in the chapter.

Role of Parents in Children's Television
Behaviour

To what extent do parcntg attempt to control

!*0
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the television their children,..jwant to watch? At
least six, United States researcll studies --., Barcus
(1969),... Hess and Goldman (1962), Niven
(190), Witty (1967), Surgeon General'S Scienf
tific isory Committee on Television and
Social havior (1972),and The Ilational Corri-
mission/ on the Causes and Prevention of Viol-
ence (1969) ---7 have examined this question _an
the bulk of the evidence suggests that American
parents do not exercise much control over the
television prograMmes their children watch. The
-committee responsible for Television and Grow-
ing Up: The impact of Teleyised Violence (1972)
summarized much of the available evidence when...
they wrote: .. -

Parents usually exert little influence over their
children's viewing. Our data indicate that in

, an overwhelming majority of families, the
children control tne use of the television set
through early evening. Indeed;one study re-

"ports that parents often ask advice from their
. children when they select "early evening pro-

. grams. 16

Children's control of the television in the early
evening is certainly not absolute. Hess and Gold-
man (1962) reported that about half the Ameri-
can children-in their study were free to turn on
the television set whenever they wished, while in
other homes the decision was made by a parent,
usually the mother. However, it was the parents
and not the children who decided when the set
would be turned off.

Control by parents over the actual selection
of early evening programmes also appears to be
minimal although Hess and Goldman (1962)
found that American mothers were more con-

.erned with t.ontent of the programmes than
actual viewing time. 'Fathers, on the other hand,
reported little concern with any aspects of child-
leafs television unless the children's choice of
programmes interfered with theirs. Niven (1960)
studied Columbus, Ohio families and observed
that between 7.00 p.m. - 9.00 p.m. a family
decision on what was to be viewed was the chief

method of programme. selection.
Family choice differences wely studied by

Wand"(1968) who found that among families in
Ottawa the older children's choices tended to
dominate those of the younger children, while
the mother's programme choice was usually sel-
ected in preference to the father's. In differences
with the children the choice of the parents was
selected in about half the cases. Wand also found
that in the absence of an agreement there, was a
tendency for the dissatisfied melhber to drift
away.

Barcus (1969) has developed a comPehen-
sive model, for analyzing parental influence on
children's. viewing. There are Idur basic dimen-
sions: the rime that inggence is exercised
before, dui7ng or after viewing; positive and
negative controls, formal and informal controls;
andlime and content controls. The most frequent
types of controls Barcus found to be negative;,
only a few .pf the mothers, sampled said they fot-
bade 'certain programmes prior to viewing, while
most othem exercised controls After te viewing
had begun. ]Almost the entiretampleof-rnothers
in this study indicated that they suggest certain
programmes for the children to view.

Chaffee et al. (1971) worked with 1,300 Amer-
ican families and concluded that .parents fre-
quently influence their children more by what
they do not do than by what they do, a case of
negative modelling. The Chaffee study gives little
support to the notion that "parental example" in
media use provides an important model for the '
children's viewing behaviour.

At least eight of the American studies appear-
ing in the bibliography of this study indicate a
very definite relationship between socioeconomic
status (S.E.S.) and parental control of children's
television Blood (1961), Chaffee ft al. (1971),
Efrun and Hickey (1969), Greenberg and Dom-
inick (1969), Hess and Goldman £1962),
Schramm and Roberts (1971), Surgeon General's
Scientific Advisory Committee on Television and
Social Behavior (1972) and The National' Com-

TABLE 5
Hourly Control of Television Diai

Television viewed by
children '
(total daily hours)

Control of television dial by hours

Children Parents - Family

Light viewers
(N = 185 hours) 34%

....

34%

.P .

32%

Medium and
Heavy viewers
(N = 705 hours) %, 43%

i ..
29% 28%

All children
(14 = 890 hours) 41% ' 30% . 29%

* Family when both child and parent select programs.

x2 = 5.45; d f= 2; .05 < p< , 1 0
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. TABI6E 6
ContrOl-of Television Dial (by homes)

Children's daily
television viewing
(Monday-Thursday).

Predominant controllers of
television in the home

4.

Children

Light viewers
(N'=54)
Medium and
Heavy viewers
(N = 125)

ti
28%

50%

All dhildren
(N = 179) 43%

Parents

28%

'4.

26%

- 27%

Family*

23%

30%

* family wken both child and paten select programs. tin the remain ng 79 homes there was no predominant controller of the television
dial).

X2 = 10.20; df = 2; .001 p < .01

mission on the Causes and Prevention of Violence
(1969). Ti t general, these studies have found that
the higher the S.E.S. of parents the more they
tend to control the television their children watch.,,

A study of 306-families in Sydney (Canavan,
1974), revealed the role of Australian parents
to be 'similar to that of the American parents
cited in the above studies. In the Sydney study

f the children emerged as the predominant con-
trollers of the television dial during ,the hours
they spend In front of the set. They control the
dial for 41 per cent of the time they view tele-
vision (see Table 5). In 43 per cent of the homes
in the sample children exercised predominant
control over the dial whefeas pgrents exercised

Teri
predominant control in just 27 per cent of the
homes (see Table 6). eti was some support
in this study for' the hypo esis that heavS, viewers
experience relatively less parental control over
what they watch than light viewers. The study
ago indicated a possible negative correlation be-
tween S.E.S. and time spent viewing television.
There was also some indication of a positive
correlation between S.E.S. and degree'of parental
control. There was strong support 86 per cent

front the parents in this study for media edu-
cation courses in primary school.

Judged by the surveys carried out by the Aus-
tralian Broadcasting Control Board, Attitudes to
Television, k1968-1969 most adults -adopt the
view that television is no worse for 4heir children
than comics were for themselves. Likewise, a
permissive attitude ho.the programmes viewed by
children and the time spent' watching television
was evident. Only 38 per cent had rules as to
what their 'children could view, and only,about
one-half of the SATiey sample and one-,thiril of
the Melbourne sample placed restrictions on their
dmounrof:time spent by children watching tele-

. vision. Thus, it is inevitable that the majority,of
Australian children will be watching at least some
programmes that are produced for adult

iaudiences.

)4\

The reluctance of parents to influence the
i(..Aing habits of children is particularly signi-
ficant when we consider the total impact of the
medium on children. Television appeals to be
able to educate and socialize the young in theii
own homes with a minimum of intervention from

4 parents. In the following section of this chapter
this obs?rvation will be developed as the author
attempts to synthesise the research findings pre
rented_ above.

Some Genefalizations Based on Foregoing
Research

From the. foregoing analysis of the four cate-
gories of impact studies general systems per-
spective, stimulus-response perspeCtive, television
as an industry and parental role in children's
television behaviour one can induce a gen-
eral statement on the role of the mass media in
Australia today.

The twentieth century has witnessed a com-
munications revolution that has put televAion,
radio and the press into nearly every Australian
home and men, women and children each year
absorb thousands of hours of audio-vistial.pxpert-

,, ence. It is the author's opinion that muoll'of this
experience is enjoyed; frequently it is a source
of information. Australians have grown to ap-
preciate their/ television and other media.,

It is widely believed that the man media are
intrinsically 'good and facilitate the communica-
tion of news, ideas and teaching to most Aus -/.
tralians. Mny use the media, particularly tele-;1
vision, for ;the bul of their entertainment. Butt
vailable Ode would tend to suggest that the
otential of the mass media in Australia is still

to be realised.
Effect] f media use vary from individatA04

in3ividual. Human behaviour and personality
development arc dependent on so many inter-
related variables in the environment that to
isolate the effects of television, film, press for

t.
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I. radio appears to be an extremely difficult task.
But the mass of evidence available allows one to
induce a generalized overview Qf the effects of
mass media on Australian culture.

Television is a tremendous source of knew-
ledge for young people and is capable.of provid-
ing a wide range of stimulating experiences.
These experiences affect the language and sym-
bols people use andfrequently -contribute to the.
education and socierzfition of the young. No con-
temporary literary forni has a more 'massive audi-
ence than television and this medium can affect
the acquisition of knowledge, concepts; attitudes
and values. Much of this learning is incidental.
The television industry is primarily concerned
with informing and entertaining and makes little
attempt to motivate learners or to provide oppor-
tunity for practice and studies of 'the relative
effectiveness of instructional television reveal little
evidence that it is significantly more effective than
other forms of learning (Schramm and Roberts,

1971). The research by Krugman vnd Hartley
(1970) indicated that television learriing is typi-
cally passive and is characterised by an absence
of resistance to what is presented.

Television viewing appears Ao take little time
from- structured activities such as homework and
organized sport, but may lead to a postponement
in children's bedtime. Most o1 the time given to
television appears ..,to come from those periods
when no structured activities , are scheduled.
There is no evidence that television viewing has a,
detrimental effect on the' study or homework pat-
terns of normal, adjusted students, but there is
evidence that some students use the media as an
escape ;mechanism..

.The behaviour of young people is influenced
by television as hour after hour they see older
pecrpleaWho communicate, who relate socially,
who handle tensipns, who resolve conflicts, who
are kind, who are consumers, 'who play, who
laugh, who listen to music and who eat particu-,
lar kinds of foods. They see. how some of their
peers pressure parents to buy advertised pro-
ducts. The young are also exposed to much vio-
lence and witness a wide range of aggressive
acts. The bulk orthis exposure to television is
frequeltly with the less pleasant side of life and
there le a real possibility that young viewers
could suffer from a loss of sensitivity and crea-
tivity. And as the whole culture is permeated by
television, people are influenced whether they
watch television or not.

Another possible danger of television lies not
so Much in the behaviour it produces as in the
behaviour it prevents thq games, the talks,
the family interaction. Turning on the television
set can turn off communication among family
members. It can also alter family living patterns.
However, the extent of the influence of television
on family life depends very much the family
itself. The weaker the family struct4..._ the more

important television becomes.
Parents in Australia- express little concern over

television and make few efforts to control their
children's viewing. As a result much of the thous-
ands. of hours children spend in front of tele-
vision is spent viewing adult programmes. This
is particularly significant in a country whergi the
television industry expects parents to,act as cen-
sors for the younger viewers.

The mass media are an essential partof the
economic system in Australia. They form a
powerful industry which is basically committed
to making a profit. The _industry has a very con-

_ centrated ownership which places substantial
power in the hands of relatively few people who
are a unique position to influence the nation.
The induitry,as a whole is primarily responsive
to the advertisers and the consumer is of second-
ary importance. As a consequence of the present
economic structure of the media industry the
people have very little effective control over.
what is produced..

Our understanding of the impact of the mass
imedia on students is still far from complete.

More rese b remains to be done beforenve can
establish In cisely what way what children are
affected by media and under what eon-
ditions. But if o \ believes that the massive ex-
posure of impressionable children and adoles-
cents to a constant diet of television has some
impact then it might well be disastrous to pro-
crastinate while waiting .for the definitive re-
search on how the media assists in the socializ-
ation and education of youth in Australia.

Television is transforming Australian culture
at an unprecedented rate. Knowledge, beliefs,
art, morals, customs and the habits of rrian are
slowly being changed as 3elevision legitimizes
what is acceptable in the culture. But while tele-
vision is certainly a producer of culture -it is also
a product of culture.

The mass media have emerged.as powerful
forces in the socialization of young Australians.
An appreciation of the principle of individual dif
ferences would suggest that it is not possible to
say precisely how individuals may or may not
be socialized by the media. gut one can con-
jecture that from an early age the media show
children how to play, how to consume, hOw to
communicate, how to relate socially and how to
be family members. They ais,, introduce children
to some of the- realities.. of citizenship in our
society and .genirally expose them to some of
the richness of Australian culture.

Television, films and all forms of mass com-
munication are constantly presenting values
which either strengthen or dilute the teaching of
the family, church, school and peer-group. This
presentation of values by the media is more sig-
nificant at a time when the influence of those
institutions traditionally responsible for the ro-
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cess of value transmission appears to be weaken-
ing or even breaking down. Bronfonbrenner
(1972) explains:

As a result, by the time of junior high school,
a discontinuity becomes apparent between
values and behavior. In the preschool and
primary years when associations with adults
are still frequent and intense;the child intern-
alises parental and community values, but
many of them only at a verbal level. For pre-
vious :generations, such values were then trans-
lated into corresponding patterns of action in
a community which permitted 'and invited the
involvement of chil4ren and adults in each.
other's liVes at scholll, in the neighbourhood
and in the world of work. In recent decades,
however, these institutions hai;e become tech-
nologized, dehumanized, and, in effect, dis-
charged from their child-rearing responsibil-
ities. In consequence, the child has been de-
prived of experience precisely in those social
contexts in which values learned within the
family carf be translated into concrete social

.actions outside the family. "

Today, some of this vacuum is filled by the
media which ceaselessly present valuesito a young
generation anxious to examine the values of
society before accepting them. While, value for-
mation is in this state .of flux people. will tend
to develop values on the basis of the widest

possiblU range of experience, as they attempt to
formulate answers to the basic questions about
their 'lives and future. In this situation the media
could be expected to play a significant role.

From -the data _presented in this chapter one
may conclude that in the last twenty years the
mass media have become very effective agents

. of education for Australians and. the screen, the
radio and the press have joined the home, school
and the church in the task of education. The
time has now .arrived when all interested in the
education of young Australians must recognise
the presence of these new, but powerful agents
of education and take the necessary steps to
ensure that the contribution of the mass media
harmonizes with that of the home, school and
church. No longer can Australians afford to
ignore the educational role of the mass media.

1.3 Educational Implications of
the Impact of Mass Media

On the basis of the previous discussion in this
chapter, an attempt will now be made to deduce
some implications for education.

Students in secondary school have generally
had e,,,tensive audio-visual experience and could
be expected to differ from ,students who were
educated in the pre-television era. Many of these
media-educated students will possess a more com-

b

,
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plete knowledge of the world' and in all prob-
ability. their speech patterns, their attitudes and
values, their consumption habits and :their social
behaviour will have been partly shaPed by the
television. They may have become very future
oriented and may typically look to the media
rather than the school- for -up7-to-date knowledge.
As a result of this constant input from the media
there is a real possibility that the student will
not see the school as possessing the key to the
world of knowledge and progress btt as an in-
stitution that is frequently preoccupied with the
past. For the student, the books and courses in
school 'are very easily compared unfavourably to
television, radio and the press.

This new kind of student poses althallen ge
for educators. For some, the electronic media
may loom as an unwelcome competitor that' niust

ignoied in the hope that its influence will dis-
appear..,But others will recognise the educative
role of the media and take the necessary steps
to `help the students master its codes and control
its impact. Toward the end Of this chapter the
role of the school and the teacher will be dis-

'cussed at some length.
Today the mass media expose the student to

such an liffnrelenting stream of information that
it may well be on the way to solving 1116 prob-
leln 'of getting an ever increasing amount of.

-knowledge to people. Though many still see the
school's primary function -in terms- of dispensing
knowledge, educators are

the

increasingly
mate that as a result of the knowledge explosion
they are no longer in a position to think of
teaching primarily in terms of knowledge. This
line of thinking was developed by Silberman, who
cites Margaret 114e d to .make the point that the
media are ehangi the nature of education. He
writes:

When we loo realistically at the world in
which.we are livt g today and become aware
of what the actual problems of learning are,
the anthropologist Margaret Mead wrote in
1958, "our conception of education changes
radically. . . . We are no longer dealing prim-
arily with the vertical transmission of the tried
and true by the old, mature, and experienced
teachers to the young, immature, and inex-
perienced pupil. This was the system of edu-
cation developed in -a stable, ,slowly changing
culture. In a world of rapid change, vertical
transmission of knowledge alone" is not
enough. "Whjt is needed," Dr. Mead' argued,
"and what we are already moving toward is
the inclusion of another whole dimension of
learning: the lateral transmission, to every sen-
tient membei of society, of what has just been
Discovered, invented, created, tnanufacttired,
or marketed." The need is acute: "the whole
teaching-and-learning continuum, which was
once tied in, an orderly and productive way to
the passing of generations and the growth of

a
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the child into a man this whole process has
exploded in our faces. 18

The nature. of this changing role for schools.
wa'S further explained by McLuhan (1967) who
wrote:

, Today in our cities, m ost learning occurs out-
' side the classroom. The sheer quantity of in-

forMation conveyed by press-mags-film-TV-
, radio far exceeds the quantity of information

conveyed by school instruction and texts. This
challenge has destroyed the monopoly of the
book as a teaching aid and cracked the very

t \ walls 0 the classroom, so suddenly, we're
'confused, baffled.
In this ;violently upsetting social situation,
Many teachers naturally view the offerings of
the new Media aS entertainment, rather than
education?But this view carries no conviction
tO, the student. 10

The writings of McLuhan an Mead support
A, the notion that the mass media are now firmly
IL 'established educational institutions. The media

teach:and students'learn, even ,though both con- *

tent anif-methods of instruction differ from those
of the schools. The teachers employed by the
media bear such names as reporters, disc jockeys,
announcers, commentators and entertainers. The
courses of study offered by the media are more
varied than the school's but are often very sim-
ilar in subject matter. What the schools call
social studies and cities, the mass media call

news and documentaries. Unlike the school the
media attract a voluntary audience which is free
to accept or reject what is offered. Like a good
teacher the media generally begin with the inter-

(' ests of their audience rather than that of the
'teacher and fre uently employ sophisticated
audio-visual aids o maintain interest. The com-
mercial media do of normally attempt to teach
the basic subjects t concentrate more on the
social dimensions of education. They teach their
audience such behaviours as how to consume,
how to relate to others, how to ,relax, and Nw
to dissipat tension. t,

As an' educational institu tion the media must
always considered- in conjunction with the
school. Both eduCate and it is not possible to
readily isolate the influence of one or the other
on students. In an attempt to provide some \wer-
view of their respective contributions to the du-
cation of the young Gaffs wrote:

My hunch is that schools are best in teaching
their students basic methods of formal com-
munication, including the three R's., as well
as an array of socially and occupationally
relevant skills;that the media allow children
to learn what is going on in the modern world,
politically and culturally, and that in 'both,
students learn many large lumps of often un-
important or irrelevant facts. . . . But children
probably learn the most important aspects of

life n either in the classroom nor in front of
the television set. The schools may lecture
them on home econbinics and lathily, living,
and the media will provide highly romantic
versions of maritalilite, but themost important
lessons. in the school of socialization are still
being taught byelhe family and, the, peer
'group. 20 7 4

But in cons idering television and the other media...
as agent&Of education one must be careful to
recognize their very definite limitations.
media certainly teach but they make no attempt
to present anything resembling a whole -ctr.integ;
rated education. While in some ways more cur--
rent and realistic than schools the media gener-
ally only present a very fragmented view of
society. The larger organisations and issujs

morefrequently' ignored by the media which art,more
geared to concentrate on the isolated, spectacular
event that will 'hold the interest of the people for
a short space of time.

The broad educative role of the media can
also be understood ik terms of cultural initiation.
For centuries, school s\ transmitted 9ulture from
one generation to the next and the transmission
of ideals and moral values was generally recog-
nised as a responsibility of teachers, who were
expected to support the valves of parents. But,
in the 1970's, culture and moral values are,
whether we like it or not, very frequently 1i:re-
sented by the mass Media directly or by .im-
plication. This brings a new dimension to the
educative process and is particularly significant
because of the cyclic nature of this presentation
and transmission. Today's presentation of culture
and values by the media can, readily become to-
morrow's norm and, ifi the long, run, the media

$ can at least support and heip the forces for
moral change in our society. This, of course,
could be in a positive or a negative directiofrbut
what is important is that-we recognise the poten-
tial of the media in the transmission of culture
and values.

This educative role of the media iu the modern
world was clearlYtlecognised by the Second Vat-
ican Council. Theybecree on the Media of Social
Communication '(December, 1963) holds the
reader, listener and viewer as primarily respon-
sible for the civilised and Christian use- of the

ss media. This in turn brings stress to bear on
t e roles of pastors, parents and teachers in

iding the young to acquire good reading, listen-
ing and viewing habits. The Decree recognises
that the tastes' and level of education of the pub-
lic determine, in the. last analysis, the quality of
what is generally printed, filmed, recorded and
broadcast. Publishers and producers are literally
governed by prevailing tastes in society. Bence,
they accept only an instrumental role in the

is`process of social communication. It is not
they but the public who are the principal agents.

In looking at the role of the, educator rather

13
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than that of the producer, the Decree ,has taken
a direction already strongly indicated by Pius
XII. But it does4 more than simply repeat his
directives. It builds on them. it poses the general
responsibility` of educators as a foundation for its
concept of the specific responsibility of the
Church herself who, as Mater,. and Magistra is,
above all, a teacher of mankind. In this Decree,
the Church cunsidefs 'first and foremost her own
responsibility, and speaks of it with far more
energy and vehemence than when she speaks of

-the responsibility of others.

The Decree 04 the Media of Social Communi-
cation is, in every sense of the word, a charter
for the .apostolate of the Church in a world that
is being transformed by the communications
revolution.

The Pastoral Instruction on the Means of
Social, Communication .(19'7.1)Ifelaborated on the
1963 . Decree and strongly uiged educator to
begin, :teaphing media' education courses. In re-
sponse to this Pastoral, and conscious of the
formative influence of the media on young Aus-
tralians the Australian Bishops' Conference (Sep-
tember, 1972) declared:

Called to live as true Christians,.witnesses to
Christ, in this, media-oriented world, we must
he active, and even `ggressive when the
occasion demands. We must learn how the
media funceon; who a c the communicators;
what is their backgro nd; how to judge the

4 truth of the message; how to abstract the
message from the particular medium which

'has its own characteristicS;;.how to distinguish
between fantasy ari4ianlity,;between apparent-
fact' and reality. ust learn how to dis-
tinguish good from evil, the truly beautiful
from the pteudo-artistic presentation. In a
word, we must become truth-seekers for it is
only the truth that ,will set us free. We must
never allow the powerful jnedia to dull us or
enchain us. We must be hctive in every field
of the mass media.

The Bishops continued:

It is necessary for all to learn bow to control
these marvels of human invention, and not let
them control us. We must be discerning, with
the true spirit of discernment given to the
Christian by the Holy Spirit the gift of wis-
dom. All must learn self-discipline in the
practice of personal freedom, otherwise we will
not withstand the dehumanising, de-civilising
potential ,of the misuse of the mass media,
which is always a danger. By our personal and
organised efforts, taking the initiative in com-
mending, what is good and condemning what
is evil, we all have the duty of bringing the
constructive influence of Christ our Lord to
bear on the mass media so that they will enrich
man in his human development and lead him

to revere the God of truth, of justice, and
right. 21

To respond to the Bishops' statement teachers
will have to recognise that the education' which
flourished in the days of print-based learning
mutt undergo a transformatk Education today
must be relevant to an audio-visual civilisation, a
civilisation that uses three systems of symbols
words, images and sounds. Schools must teach
students to be literate in all threes. This will re-
quire some reassessment of priorities, which,
hopefully, will result in an integrated approach to
modern language and modern communication.
To permit 'media study to blossom in schools
these curriculum guidelines are offered to
teachers. In practice this would mean that the
students would study and make use of television,
filM, press and radio with the objective of becom-
ing more appreciative, discrimipating and critical
consumers of these agents of education and enter-
tainment.

Mass Media Education needs to be concep-
tualised as a definite subject area to be included
in the total curriculum. In the primary years
some teachers prefer to progranNre'dia study
separately, while others have mov towards an
integration of Language and Media. In the sec-
ondary years teachers may wish to adopt a more
inter-disciplinary approach.

Turning to the classroom, it appears obvious
that if sleep alone occupies more of the average
studentl time than do. the mass media, then steps
must be taken to equip students to "read" or view
television and the other media intelligently. Tradi-
tionally, schools bye tilught pupils to distinguish
good literature from bag, ,good art from bad art
and good music from poor and this, of course
must continue in the years ahead. In no way is

the author attempting to depreciate what is an
accepted part of the school curriculum. Rather,

is suggesting that a changing situation be
ognised and that the schools teach students to

4listinguish -good television from bad, good radio
from bad radio and good press from poor. In
other words, schools should teach the language

Aof, the day. I
Once the schools clearly recognise that the

20
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mass Media are agents of education and hence
need to be taken seriously, they should begin to
exercise some influence over-the press, radio,
television and film. In time, the schools should
affect the whole pattern of communication since
the structure of the mass media industry depends,
to some textent, upon the support given it 12y the
audience. When the schools succeed iii making
the consumers more appreciative, discriminating
and critical in their use of the media and
thereby changing the demand - it follows that
the media industry should respond with be
quality press, radio, television and film.

The introduction of media study io all s-
tralian schools could be expected to have lin li-
cations beyond the classroom \And the mass

Students km are being encouraged to
dcelop -a spirit of inquiry at school could be
expected to cagy the same attitudes into their
homes end parents may be confronted with some
unexpected behaviour.

Media Education, especially in the- long term,
is likely to also have other social, economic and
political implications.

The establishment of Mass Media Education
courses In Australian schools will be a clear in-
dication ,that those responsible for the,,education,
of the boys and girl's in the country have recog-
nised that the mass media are agents of education
which have taken their place alongside the tra-
ditional agents . - the home, the school, the
church, the state.
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2.0 Major Assumptions

This curriculum rests on the following major
assumptions:

1. That the mass media will continue to have
an impact on Australian culture and in-..

fluence the 'students attending schools.

2. That the mass media are agents of educa-
.(ion and dercise a socializing .influencein

. Australian society. 4
3. That the mass media have definite implica-

tion's for modifying the traditional roles of
schbol teachers, administrators and curricu-
lum builders.

4. That Christian schools. are 'concernedsiVith
preparing students for lifel* life now, life in
the future and life hereafter.

5. That children are qeapable of reacting critic-
ally to what they hear, read and view.

S.

-7-

6. That mass media have implications `for
parent-child 'relationships.

7. That all people have a basic right to be fully
and accurately informed.

8. That all peorile should 'be able ceive
infatriation, education and ente nment
from the mass media.

s> 9. Thatt, due to economic considerations, pub)
lishers and producers are to some extent
governed by. the prevailing tastes in society,
and therefore it is the reader, listener and
viewer who is primarily ,responsible for the
content presented by the mass media, 1

A

ti

1 Assumptions 7, 8 and 9 are based on the Decree of
Social Communication, issued by the Second Vatican
Council, 1963. ri
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3.0 Wearable to the Course

All people have a right to be fully and accu-
rately informed, and, in these days of mass com-
munication, people will only be well informed,
and hence free fromtpotential frkercion, if they
possess the knowledge, skills and attitudes neces-
sary understand, the nature, techniques and
purple of radio, prefi, televiston and film.

The fundamental ZURPOSE of mass media
education is IO prodlice persons who will be
appreciative, critical and discriminating listeners,
readers and 'viewers. Ideally, 41e youth of to-
morrow will be equipped to seek the-truth in the
Mass media they use..

In the early years of 'schooling media educa-
tion will be limited to a study of television.
Young childrdn can, be kelped to begin to form
sensitive viewing habits, which in the years to
come can be fqrther refined. It is not unlikely
that the optimum age for the formation of deep
rooted vieing habits is the 5 to .10 year age
period. While research will need 1p.be done to

answer this question, it is the Author's opinion
that, if a person has spent a con1derable amount
of time viewing television without any attempt.
to be critical or discriminating, it will probably
be more difficult to deyelop viewing skills that
are sound. If young viewers become accustomed
to exercising so Illr judgement over the pro-
grammes they see,Xt is very possible that the
habit will persist in the xears ahead.

In the upper primary years of media educa-
tion, pupils will continue the study of television
begun in the early stages and will begin exam-
ining the press and radio. Children in these years
appear capablb of developing satisfactory media
habits. .

The media education begun in the infants' 'and
primary years will be extended and brought to
completion in thepecondary school.

3.1 Placement of Topics
This curriculum has been divided into infants'

and primary sections but no attempt has been
made to further sub-divide the content into year
segments. ,This is not possible because-of the dif-
ferent media habits and reading abilities of prim-
ary school pupils.

Year one teachers are encouraged to select a
few of the objectives and learning experiences to
begin this course. By' year three most pupils will
be able to benefit from all the learning experi-
ences suggested in the first part of the curriculum.

23

In general, a few of the objectives and learn-
ing experiences in eSch of the three upper prim-
ary sections could be used with year four pupils.
By year five a few more objectives and learning
experiences could be used, and by year si:t
teachers would be expect4 to cover .a. significant
number of the objectives'dnd learning experi-
ences suggested in the second part of the cur-
riculum.

The curriculum is of cyclic construction with
each year building on tly work covered in the
previous year.

Staff co-operation .will be important in the
.early years of the new curriculuin.

._,,YEARS MEDIA 1

M /
1 r

Television `i
3

4 Television and Film
5 The Press
6 Radio

3.2 The Teachers' Task I,

Briefly, 'the Christian leacher must lead his
pupils to be discriminating truth seekers in their
use of the pass media. This is a most responsible
task, requking a firm grasp of the function of the
ma nedia in our society and an appreciation
of he techniques that could be used to make the
pupils more appreciative, critical and discrimin-
ating viewers, listeners and readers.

In his exercise of this responsibility the teacher
should keep three points clearly in mind:

1. Preaching against the mass media and gen-
erally imposing his own tastes on 'the pupils
will not produce the ,desired long term
effect..

As a Christian educator hd cannot stand
aside and simply let the pupils decide what
is good and bad in the mass media.

3. With great care and skill the primary
school teacher can gradually raise the
media tastes of the pupils in his class. This
is not achieved overnight. It is a long terns
objective of every lesson in 'mass media
education.
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4.0 Desired CiUtionnes, o:f Course,

Some desired OUTCOMES of this chbirriCulum
are:

4.1 An ability to be apprediativer-users of the
mass media.

4.2 A general' understanding of the nature
and techniques of television, film, press
amradio in our society.

4.3 Development of the skills necessary to use
tit media intelligently. This includes eval-
uating critically what is read in news-
papers and magazines, what is viewed on
television and film and what is heard on
the faclio.

'Cr

ft

L.

21'
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4.4 Development of the skills necessary to
exercise discrimination in (the use of the
Mass Media,.

4.5 Development of truly human and*Chris-
, tlan attitudes and - value- judOments re-

garding the media.

4.6 A foundation for the building of a sense
of individual and social responsibility for
the contpt presented by the media.

4.7 Mal ing better- use of television, film,
radi and the press in the teaching of tjte
semi r subjects and -Catechetics.

4
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5.6 , YEARS 8NE THREE

TELEVISION

51 Aim
The, AIM of media etlucation. in the early

years is to have young children begin to respond
and react to what they see on television in orget
to predispose them .for. the subsequent Bevel. p-. ment of appreciative and-critical attitudes toy 3e-
vision.

The end of such media education is to szlevelb
persons who will be discriminating trutll seekerS
in their use of the media. /..

, , . ,

5.2 Ten Objectives for Television
Study

-The ten behavioural objectives in this lower
primary Section }lave been included inorder to \
identify the purpose and intenOed outcomes of
media education in the earl years. , They are
main toke guidelines for 11 ermining whqt is to
be learned,.h w it is to be f ught, what materialslearned, .h

needed' nd how it is to be evaluated. The
listis ,tiot,-. xhaustive but, it does app gar to con-
tain the essential -elements of media education
for children in the first years of school.

The ten objectives in the following list are
primarily related to television skills. In the later
years the list of objectives for media education
contains knowledge and attitude Objectives as
well at more skill objectives. -

1. The pupil will'be able to comprehend what
he or she views on TV.

1/44.-

2. The purr' will be able to verbally' recall
highlights of programmes viewed. -

3. The pupil wil) be aware that TV presents
different types' of programmes.

f

.
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4. The \pupil .1 be able to differentiate
between:
a. programmes and commercials;
b. situations that -are- true and -those that

are false;
c. situations that are good and those that

are bad;
d. situations that are real and those that

are unreal; ,

e. situations that are important and those
that are unimpqgtant.

5. The pupil will be able to understand and
interpret the 'principal themes in pro-
grammes he or she views.

6. The pupil will be able to form and express
an opinion on the TV prqgrammes viewed.

7. The pupil will' be aware ottbe need to
select TV programmes carefully/7

8: The pupil will be able to discriminate be-
tween'two programmes that are to be aired
simultaneously. - No%

g. The pupil will .be able to make some eval-
uation at the .conclusion of a TV pro-
gramme.

10. The pupil will !be able to state why he or
she watched a particular programme.

5.3 Suggbsted Learning
Experiences for Television
Study

YEAR ONE

I. Some questions to begin class discussion.
a. What did you watch on TV last evening?
b. Who saw ? What hap-

pened in this show? ,
c. What programmes do you watch each

week?
d. Can you tell me spmething, interesting,

you have seen on TV?
e. What is your favourite programme?

What do you like best about this pro-
*,gramme?



f. What is your favourite cartoon?
,g. What did you like best in this week's

programme? What was
the story about? Where did it take
place?

h. What TV commercials do you enjoy
watching? ,

i. What did you see and hear in the
programme?

Can you name the characters you saw in
the programme?

k. Do any TV characters frighten you?
1. Are TV characters real people? ".

m. Can you remember a TV show that had
Some "good".and- 'tbadP characters?

n. Can you recall a TV show that had both-
"happy" and "sad" parts?

o. Think of a TV programme you have
seen. Who, were the .people in the pro-
grlitrne7 How were they dressed? What
did they do? Which persou_did you like
best? Was this person good?

2. Conduct surveyi of the viewing habits of
pupils in class. Some suggested surveys'are:

Hours spent watching TV each Week
Most popular programmes watched by

'4414,1/4
pupils in class

Least popular programmes watched by
pupils in class

Favourite television characters.
The results of disc surveys could be
graphed and displayed for pupils and
parents.

3. Have the pupils depict in mime some of
their favourite TV characters. The rest of
the class could be asked to guess the names
of the various characters.

4. Playschool can be very profitably used to
begin media education in Kindergarten. The
programme can be a rich source of ques-
tions about TV.

5. Have the pupils identify sounds' from the
TV set.,
(a) while viewing the picture;,
(b) while not viewing the picture.

6. More questions for class discusgion:
a. What TV programmes do you watch?
b. Which TV shows do you like the most?

Are there some programmes you do not
like?

c. Why did you watch the
programme? How did it begin? How did
it end?

d. Who could act out a TV programme
they recently viewed?

e. Who could retell the story in a TV pro-

*dm
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gramme they saw this week?
(f) Think' of a TV programme- )rou sAw`.

recently. What was the story about?, .,*
What -"was the most enjoyable part?
Were any parts boring? Was it a true
story? rt

Whd aroome real TV characters? Wile'
are some fantasy characters? What is
the difference?

h. Who are your favourite TV characters?
Would you like to.be as theril arerWhy?

t What -happened before $1 after the -
best part of the . pro-
gramme you saw' thiCe, ek?

Did the ,,,,, , pro--
gramme tell-you'something you did not
know before?

k. How do TV Nogrammes djffcr? What .

kinds of programmes do.ftrst grade chil-
dren enjoy the most?

1. Can you think of the' names 'of TV
programmes that made you frightened?
Happy? Angry?

m,. If you were on TV whw would you like
to be? Why? Who would you not like
to be? Why?

n. Why do you watch TV?
o. What things "do you prefer doing-instead

of watching TV?

g.

7. Provide- an opportunity for pupils to re-tell
the main themes from program ties viewed
at home.

8. Have the pupils list the programmes they
like and those they dislike in two separate
columns. Ask them to circle their favourite
programme.

rr

9. Have pupils describe Lalfunny incident from
a TV cartoon.

/
10." Make a list on the blackboard of interesting

'things pupils saw on TV last evening. Use
for oral expresSion lesson.
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'YEAR TWO

1. Som'e questions to begin class discussion:
a. What different kinds. of TV programmes

have you watch d? )
b. What do you like about the main char-

acters in your favourite TV programme?
c. Who are the characters in the .

_programme? Are they like you? In what
ways? How are they different? How do
they treat one another?

d. Comprehension 'exercise. How did the
programme begin? What happened next?
How did it end? What did the, pro-
gramme tell you? Did you learn any-
thing new? How did you feel when you
were viewing the programme?

e. Would you like to write or diaw some-
thing about a TV programme to keep it
in your mind?

f. What commercials do you see? What do
they tell you? Why do we have com-
mercials on TV?

g. What do -TV commercials tell us about
products? Do they tell us all we want
to know?

h. Discuss a programme featuring children.
What was the best part of the .pro-
gramme? How did the children ,behave?
Was their behaviour correct?

i. Do you agree with all the actions of the
characters in the . . pro-
gramme? Did the programme teach you
something?

Tell the class why you dislike a particu- \
lar TV programme.
Which TV character would you like to
be?

IA What, new things have you learned from

k.

TV?
m. Why do you,,swatch ?
n. Would you prefer to watch TV or play?
o. For how long should second grade chil-

dren watch TV each evening?

. 2. The. educational programmes watched in
class provide excellent material for basic
comprehension exercises. Some sample
questions are:

What were we told?
Did we fully understand the principal

message?
What parts required further explanation?
What was the best pa-rt of the pro-

gramme? _

What was the weakest part of the pro-
gramme?

3. Test the pupils to determine if they can
distinguish between commercial and non-

, commercial channels. Discuss the differ-.
ences with the pupils.

4. Have the class watch a segment of a TV
programme with the sound' off. Generate a
discussion on what they saw. Consider, also,
the role of sound in a television pro-
gramme. For a variation turn on the sound
and cover the screen.

5. Plan a discussio7 around TV commercials.
The following questions may be useful:

Do we need all the things advertised? ,
Can parents afford all the products

advertised?

6. Have the ,pupils make\two lists of TV pro-
grammes They view. Head one list "Real"
and the other "Fantasy" or "Unreal". Dis-
cuss the differences between the two lists.

7. Arrange a discussion around the differences
the pupils have observed between the local
area and other places shown on TV.

8. Have pupils draw the different types of
houses they have seen in regular television
programmes. Display these on the notice
board.

9. Make use of the television set for cjeative
writing/ thinking. Listen to a short segment
of a daytime television programme and then
ask pupils the following questions:

What was happening
What is likely to hap en, next?

10. Provide pupils with a duplicated sheet con-
taining prepared "TV" frames. Have pupils
create a sequence similar to those shown on
TV.

11. Have the pupils write sentences about a
cartoon they have seen on TV.

12. Have the pupils design an advertisement for
a new variety of ice cream, soap, fruit drink,
etc.

13. Telephone numbers that are flashed across
the TV 'screen can be used to help pupils
to remember sequences in number.

YEAR TliREE

1. Some questions to begin class discussion:
a. What did you think about the way the

characters behaved in , ?

b. Programme discussion. Was this a true
story? Was there anything in the pro-
gramme ybu did not like? What did
you 'think about the way the people



behaved? ,How did you feel?
c. Tell the class about a particular product

you have seen advertised on TV.
d. Are the toys advertised,on ATV as good

as you are led to- believe?
e. Do you ever watch a programme that

does not interest you Why?
f. What TV channel do yu prefer? Give

some reasons.
g. can you recall any new or interesting

- words/expressions you heard recently
on TV?

h. 'What particular show would you like to
see more episodes of? Give a reason.

i. What TV programmes do you not like?
Give reasons.

j. What are some programmes that are
factual (real)? What are some pro=
grammes that are fantasy (make be-
lieve)?

k. Were the actions of the characters in the
. programme always

right? What were some of the results of
these actions? Could you suggest other
actions?

1. What is the best show you can ever re-
member seeing on TV?

m. From what programmes have you
learned the most?

n. How can. TV help us?
o. Why do you like a particular pro-

gramme?
What do you enjoy most about the'pro-
grammes you watch regularly? What do
you enjoy least?

11. How do you dccide what to watch?
r. Do you think TV is a good thing to have

in your home?

s. What new programmes would you like
. to see on Australian TV?

t. Foi how long should third grade children
watch TV each evening?

2. A general comprehension could be based on
the following questions: Name of pro-
gramme? Channel? Day and time? Adver-
tisers?

3. Rating scales can be used to develop some
critical skills. Provide the pupils with a
simple scale (e.g., p, 1, 2, 3, 4) and have
each pupil rate-the programmes watched at
school and those seen at home. Discuss The
results and help pupils develop criteria for
their ratings.

4. Arrange a class dIrs'e(ussion aro a, the fol-
lowing questions:
(a) Which is your fayourite TV programme

and why do you -enjoy it?
(b) Which is the weakest programme you

watch regularly on TV? How could this
programme be improved?

5. To make pupils more aware that they have
a choice of TV programmes ask each pupil
to bring.to school a TV guide from the local
newspaper. Plana discussion on the merits
of the programmes aired at a given hour.

6. Have pupils discuss solutions to the prob-
lem facing a character in a particular pro-
gramme.

7. Have, pupils discuss how a particular film
made...them feel. Focus on the parts of the
film that provOked the strongest emotional
reaction.

8. Discuss with the pupils the life styles of
people in other countries. Compare and
contrast these with Australian life styles.

9. Have pupils prepare some simple news
items and weather reports for oral presen-
tation to the class. Some pupils may ,be
ready to read written reports. Puppet's could
.be used for variation.

10. Help the pupils to draw simple cartoons.
Some may be able to write a story under
each drawing.

11. Have the pupils produce a segment of a
TV programme. After the final presentation
discuss the strengths and weaknesses pf the
presentation.

12. Direct pupils to "Childcraft" or oth r ap-
propriate books to gather informati n on
how television works.

1
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6.0. YEARS FOUR - SIX

A Study of Television, Film, Press and Radio

AIM

The AIM media education in the upper
primary years to have the pupils respond and
react to what they view on television and film,
to what they read in the press, and to what they
listen to on the ,,radio. In doing this they will
begin to come to some understanding of the
nature, techniques and purpose of the media of
social communication,and thereby be predisposed
to develop critical Christian attitudes to tele-
vision, film, press and radio. The end of such
mellia education is to develop persons who will
be discriminating truth seekers in their use of
the media.

BEHAVIOURAL OBJECTIVES

The objectives for the upper primary years
have been spelt out in detail in order to identify
the purpose and intended outcomes of media
education. They are meant to be guidelines for
determining what is to be learned, how it is to
be taught, what teaching materials are needed
and how it will be evaluated. The two principal
objectives for each medium have been broken
down into goals and goal components and stated
in terms of behaviours and content. The list of
objectives is extensive but it is not expected that
any primary pupil would master them all. Rather,
teachers are expected to select from the list
those objectives which best suit the maturational

.,level of their pupils.

6.1 Television and Film 1
BEHAVIOURAL OBJECTIVES

A. The pupil will have the knou/ledge to begin
to be appreciative, discriminating and crit-
ical in his or her use of television and film.

1. The pupil will know how television
operates in Austfalia.
a. Will know a little of the function of

the camera, film, video-tape,' tele-%
recording transmitter, and home
receiver.

b. Will know that television is trans-
mitted from a number of centrally
located television channels.

c. Will know that Australian television
channels carry both imported and
indigenous programmes.

d. Will know that television news is
frequently accompanied by interpre-
tation and analysis.

e. Will know that television channels
can report the same event in very
different ways:

h. Will know that direct telecasts can
bring instant news to the Australian
people.

2. The pupil will be aware of the needs
which television does and does not
satisfy.

B. The pupil will have the ability to begin to
be appreciative, discriminating and critical
in his and hell un, of television and film.

1. The pupil Will be able to enjoy and
appreciate the filni and television he or
she views.

2. The pupil will haw effective viewing
skills.
a. Will be able to comprehend what he

or she views.
b. Wrill be able to verbally recall the

more sjgnificant things viewed.
c. Will be able to use television and

film as a source of information.

1 For convenience this curriculum has combined the study of film
and television. However, the unique characteristics of each

shotlid not be overlooked.
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d., Will be able to interpret what heor
she views.

3. The pupil will be able to compare tele-
vision programmes.

4. The pupil will be able to rate television
programmes and film on the basis of
enjoyment and information.

5. ,The pupil will be able to analyse filin
and television programmes.

Will form and express opinions on
programmes viewed.
Will distinguish fact from opinion
and fantasy.

c. Will recognise bias and emotional
factors id a presentation:
Will recognise the general techniques
used in persuasive materials such as
advertising and propaganda.
Will be able to differentiate between:
1) Situations that are important and

those that are unimportant;
2) Situation's that are Christian, and

those that are unchristian.

a.

'4.

e.

6. The pupil will be able to andestand
televiSion commercials.
a. Will recognise what he or she;is told

about advertised products.
b. Will recognise what he or she is not

told about advertised products.
c. Will recognise the truthin advertise-

ments.
d. Will' recognise anything false or mis-

leading in advertisements.

.7. The pupil will be able to Iecogitise what
he or she considers to be the better
quality programmes.

8. The pupil' will be able to use television
to become more aware of the world
about him or her.

9. The pupil 'will be able to make some
evaluation at the conclusion of pro-
grammes viewed.

10. The pupil will be able to 'state why he'
or she watched d-a particular programme.

Using Television and/ Film

1. CRITICAL THINKING:

Approach:
The development of the critical ,thinking facul-

ties of pupils is a major objective of primary
school teachers., Teachers at this Stage gradually
stimulate the Pupils to begin thipldng for them- ,

selves yet at the same tinie teaching them to
accept truth. The pupils must alsd be given sound
reasons for adopting other, more/ accurate, views
than their own. This will include an appropriate
appreciation of the authority of teacher, state and
church. The television is a useful tool for the
teaching of critical analysis to die primary school,.
pupils: .

Learning Experiences: 1

(i) Select a short segthent cif a suitable day-
, time television programme, and direct the

pupils to list the identifiable sounds (e.g.
male voice, car starting, ,background music,
baby crying, door shutting, etc) Discuss
the pupils' list and build up a master list
on the blackboard. Ov4r a period of time
this activity could be, repeated with in-
creasing demands by the teacher.

(ii) Tune the television set to a short pro-
/gramme and direct the pupils to make a
written list of the items mentioned. When,
this simple skill is mastered pupils could
be told to delay writing until, the pfe-
gramme is concluded.

- 0
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(iii) Select a suitable telecast (Health, Social
Studies) and direct the pupils to make brief
notes on the more important points in the
programme. At 'tile conclusion of the pro-
gramme the dais could be divided into
pairs or small groups to compare notes.
After discussion a final written summary
could pe prepared by each group.
Tune the television set to a suitable midday
movie and let the pupils watch for five or
ten minutes. After the set is, switched off
ask the pupils "what do you believe hap-
pens next?" "Vile'

(v) The "Studying Television- and Film" sec-
tio will ISrovide additional« activities for
developing the critical thinking power of
t pupils.

ISH: 'The Skills of Communication:
proach:
The development of the skills of communica-

tion in primary school should be considered
against the background of television. The con-
stant exposure of children to this medium makes
television a useful 'tool in the English programme
in primary schools.

Learning:,Experiences:
A. Listening:

(i) Identifying sounds from the ,television
set
(a) while viewing the picture;
(b) while not viewing the picture.

(ii) Listen to a short informative programme
and then conduct a brief oral compre-
hension exercise.

B. Oral Expression:
(i) Discussion of television programmes

, .viewed or partially vired by the elas,s.
(ii) Re-telling the main themes from pro-

grammes viewed at home.
(iii) Discussion of selected television com-

mercials. (See Advertising Sections for
further suggestions.)

(iv) The most popular television programmes
will stimulate discussion.

(v) Discussion of television programmes the
class would see produced in the
months ahead.

(vi) Debates on,the merits of one programme
as against another.

C. *Written Expression:
(i) Write a paragraph about an enjoyable

television programme.
(ii) In a few lines describe a funny incident

from a television cartoon.
(iii) Briefly re write a story from a television

movic.giving it a different ending.
(iv) In a single sentence write the main mes-

sage contained in a television com-
.
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(iv)

It 2. E

mercial.
Write a television commercial to sell soft
drink.
Give your reasons for liking/disliking a
particular progrdmme.
Write a five line summary of a pro-
gramme watched by the class.
Write a short account of a school event
suitable for reading on television news.
Write some interesting headlines for the
main news items on yesterday's tele-
vision.

(x) Give an outline of a new programme you
would like to see produced on television.

D. Reading:
(i) Seek additional information on people or

places mentioned in a television ,pro-
gramme.

(ii) Use an encyclopaedia to check some
facts and figures given in a newscast on
television.

(iii) The more advanced pupils could be dir-
ected to clip television reviews from the
.newspapers. These reviews could be red
to the class and discussed.

3. SOCIAL STUDIES: Teaching About
*iciety:

Approach:
Social Studies is concerned with teaching about

society and as the mass media have become an
integral part of current Australian sociv, we
cannot afford to ignore them.

Some television programmes bring the real
world into the home and classroom and can be
readily correlated with the Social Studies pro-
gramme.

Learning Experiences:.
(i) Make a list of places and significant

people mentioned in recent television
newscasts.

(ii) Collect supplementary material from the
newspaper for a topic under discussion.

(iii) Look at the history of significant places
mentioned on television news.

(iv) Make a study of the types of houses
people in television. programmes live in.

(v) Examine the clothing worn in different
programmes and compare same with
ours.

(vi) Units of work on transport, poverty, pol-
lution and recreation could be built
round a study of programmes the pupils
watch on television.

(vii) Compare and contrast the local area
with other places on television.

(viii) Debate significant matters mentioned on
television. ,
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4. CATECHETICS: Christianity in the. World:

Approaches:
(a) Developing Sound Christian Consciences

Conscience is formed by our environment by
the behaviour of the people about us, ral
education has become more difficult in th tele-
vision age. The "children see their herae , pop
stars on television, admitting to 'what w would
regard as real moral deviations. Becau they are
their heroes,, they ate affected by this. We have
to let them see that a conscience is a personal
and an individual thing. The heroes of the
Church must be presented to these children in
such a way that they will not appear 'inferior'
to the television heroes, and so that the child
will grow to see his own dignity and responsi-
bility as a Baptised member of the Church.

(b) The Gang Stage
Some television programmes show gang activ-

ities which are not Christian. Children At this
stage need to be led to see the need for Christian
communities, that their gang is part 'of the
Church and has responsibilities, and that "only
the world was big enough for Jesus". Jesus had
his own special, friends. Comparisons could be
made between the way these friends acted to-
wards each other and other people, and'the way
television gangs act.

Yearning Experiences:.
(i) Careful selection of programmes is one way

in which teachers of children in deprived
.areas can lead the children 'to experience
something of the grandeur of God's world.

Discussion after certain programmes could be
used to bring children,,to a realization of:

(a) how man works to obey God's com-
mand given in the Bbok of Genesis "to
cultivate" the earth and care for it."

(b) how man has despoiled the world.
(ii) Prepare a discussion round one of the

pupils' heroes. Lead the pupils to look
closely at the actions of this character.

(iti) Discuss the actions of the members of a
television gang.

Studying Television and Film

1. ANATOMY OF TELEVISION:

Approach:
Most primary school pupils will be very fam-

iliar with channels and programmes. The dis-
tinction between commercial and non-commercial
television should be unklerstood by the pupils.
Learning Experiences:

(i) Oral quiz on commercial and non-com-
mercial channels, entertainment pro-
grammes, news, documentary and serious
programmes, services provided by the tele-
vision, etc.

(ii) Brief written exercise on the channels and
the programmes the pupilS watch.

2. SURVEYS OF PUPILS' VIEWING HABITS

Approach:
Early, each year teachers do well to survey the

television viewing habits of the pupils in their
classes.

Learning Experiences
Involve the pupils in surveys to dotermine:
(i) the most popular. programmes viewed by

the class.
(ii) the least popular programmes viewed by the

class.
(iii) the favourite television charactels of the

class.
(iv) hours spent watching television daily,

weekly.

3. GENERAL COMPREHENSION OF
PROGRAMMES:

.Approach:
The next step in a study of television and film

would be a series of straightforward exercises
designed to strengthen and test the pupils' com-
prehension of various programmes. These exer-
cises help to lay the foundation for a programme
aimed at developing discrimination in the pupils.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Oral comprehension exercises:

e.g. * Tell the name of the programme.
* Tell the names of the characters or

performers.
* Tell what elfannel presented the

programme.
* Tell what time the programme

commenced and finished.
* Tell about the main happenings in

the programme.
* Tell about the ending of the pro-

gramme.

3,0
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(ii). Re-telling stories from television movies to
the class.:

(iii) Written quizzes on programmes, perhaps
with one word answers.

4. DISCRIMINATION EXERCISES:
witApproach:

Discrimination is one of the fundamental ob-
jectivss of this curriculum and will be a consid-
eration in most of the activities used in any mass
media education programme. In this section of
the curriculum teachers are directed to make use
of a variety of exercises specifically designed to
make the pupils more critical and discriminating
viewers of television.

Learning Experiences:
(1) Class. discussions:

(a) Which is your favourite television pro-
gramme and why do you enjoy it?

(b) Which is the weakest .programme you
watch regularly on television and how
could it be improved?

(ii) Ask the class to discuss, perhaps in groups,
the "ideal" or "perfect" television pro-
gramme they would like to see produced.
Discussions like thj can lead pupils to for-
mulate more definite expectations for tele-
vision programmes.

(iii) The pupils could be given a simple rating
scale, perhaps 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4, and asked to
rate some of the programmes they watch
regularly. The results of these ratings could
be collated during the Mathematics period,
and perhaps graphed. The results of these
pupil ratings would provide worthwhile
material for a teacher. directed discus-
sion. Discuss criteria used by pupils to
rate programmes.

(iv) The following questions are designed to
stimulate discussions on people:
(a) How, are the various characters in a

particular programme depicted?
(b) In what ways are these characters like

the ordinary people you know? In
what ways are they different?

(c) Discuss a family programme and ask
pupils to list the kinds- of problems
facing the family. Does the family act

' like a genuine' Christian family?
(v) Pupils' reactions to television programmes

will be a constant consideration for
teachers of this curriculum. The following
questions will focus attention on this very
important aspect of television.
(a) Did Any person in the programme or

film seem like yu?
(b) Did the filmra e you feel happy, sad,

, frighteneddie safe? In what particular
part of the story?

(c) What was your reaction to the violence
on a particular programme?
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5. PROGRAMME STUDY:

Approach:

The previous sections on comprehension and
discrimination used material from most of the
programmes primary school pupils watch. In this
section the same general, approach will be fol-
lowed but with specific reference to particular
types of programmes.

(i) CartoonCartoon Study: A two or three weekvstudy
of the cartoons pupils are viewing could
be a profitable exercise.
(a) Surveys to establish the most popular

cartoons among the pupils in the class.
(b) Rating the five or six most popular

cartoons for a few consecutive days.
The class could make a "Cartoon of

the Week" award.
(ii) News and documentaries: Children are nat-

urally interested in programmes that ppen
new horizons. Many of these programmes
are only profitable when the children have
developed the art of intelligent listening
and viewing.
(a) Were the facts presented clearly?
(b) What was the main point in the pro-

.gramme?
(c) Did you see enough to understand the

Main facts?
(d) Was the programme interesting? Why?
(e) Could you now explain the main facts

to others?
How could this programme be im-
proved?

(g) Was it news or as it comment?
(h) Do you think t evision news ought to

to be all firm stories?
0, Did you change your mind about any-

thing as a result of the programme?

Learning Experiences:

(iii) Drama: In 1970-71 over 57% of com-
mercial television in Australia was devoted
to drama programmes, including films.
Suggested discussion questions:
(a) Was the story in the programme

interesting?
(b) Was the story fictional or real? .

(c) Did the programme have enough
action?

(d) Did you like the leading characters?
(e) What qualities did you admire in the

hero?
(0-Was the hero good in every way or did

he have faults?
(g) What was the hero's attitude to other

people? Was his behaviour worthy of a
Christian?

(h) Did the villains have any good points?
(i) Was the programme like life in Ans-

tralia today?



6. ADVERTISING ON TELEVISION:
Approach:

Children are consumers and as such they are
the target for much advertising on the media.
Advertisers Attempt to build up in children habits
of consumption they will employ as adults and
they strive to condition the children to believe
ong of the essentials -of a good life is io be able
to spell(' a lot of money.
Learning Experiences

(i) Bagic comprehension of a particular com-
mercial viewed by a 'whole class.
(a) What is the product?
(b) What are.you told about the product?
(c) What are you not told 'about the pro-

duct?
(d) Was the commercial interesting?
(e) Did the words and music fit the film?
(f) Would this advertisement mean any-

thing if youcould.not hear'?
(ii) The following questions and activities are

designed to teach discrimination:
(a) Wbat is the best advertisement cur-

rently on television? Why do you pre-
fer this advertisement?

(b) What, products advertise frequently on
television?

(c). How often can a commercial be re-
peated before it becomes boring?

(d) Attempt to check the information in an
advertisement with the actual product.
Different pupils could be directed to
check advertisements. by:

simple experiments at home;
asking members of the family for
tkeif opinion of the product under
discussion.

Direct the pupils to count the shots
(or scenes) in a number Of thirty second
television commercials. Compare the
result ..with the number of shots in
thirty seconds of an ordinary' pro-
gramme. What are some possible ex-
planations for the difference?

(f) Further discussion questions:
(a) What is it that makes families in

commOcials so happy?
(b) What type of homes do families in

commercials live in?
(c) Are ordinary people used in tele-

vision commercials?
(d) Do the people advertising products

on television ever remind us that
many people in the world are poor
and starving?

(g) By sixth grade some pupils could be
led to discover the appeal in certain
advertisements. Starting with the ques-
tion: "What in me is this adveittisement
appealing to?" the teacher could build
up categories of appeal e.g. youth,
beauty, laziness, security, science, etc.

(e)
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BASIC TECHNOLOGY OF TELEVISION:,

Approach:
An elementary understanding oei the basic

elements in the television process forms part of
any media education programme. The emphasis

. here is on layman's or non-technical explanation
of how-television works.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Direct pupils to the library in search of a

simple explanation of tie televisiqn pro-.
cess.

(ii) Consider the function of:
*.Camera
* film and video tape
* transmitter
* receiver.

(iii) Ask the pupils to draw a simple diagram
showing the connection between these four
objects.

(iv) Explain and discuss the satellite system that
links countries for particula,r telecasts.

8. FILM MAKING WITH PRIMARY
PUPILS:

Approach:
Direct pupil experience is an accepted prac.'

tice in primary education today. The recent
research of Bruner and Piaget concluded that
the great-majority of primary school pupils can
only learn efficiently from concrete situation's.
From these situations children acquire concepts.

Some film making activities ate recommend;c1
in this curriculum to provide direci experiences,.
that will bq both profitable and enjoyable. How-
ever, flm making activities are not essential to
the implementation of this curriculum.

Learning Experiences:
Five film making activities are suggested for

the upper primary, grades:.
(i) Drawing a storyboard.

(ii) Making hand drawn 35mm, slides.
(iii) Construction of a photo storyboard from

still photographs.
(iv) Drawing a 'movie' on 16mm clear leader

film with felt pens.
(v) Class participatia in a Super 8 movie film.
The folloWing explanation of these activities

may be helpful:
(i) Drawing a storyboard. Have the pupils

vistialize a story with perhaps six or eight
scenes. These scenes could be sketched pn
a prepared sheet wjth the necessary num1
ber of frames or. squares.

(ii) Hand drawn 35mm slides. Felt pens can
be used on any sort of translucent material.
The finished slides could be mounted in
inexpensive slide mounts and screened for

.



the class.- After some initial experiences
the pitpils could be directed to create
simple stories on hand drawn slides.

(iii) Photo storyboard. Plan a suitable story for
the class to act and direct the groups to
determine the eight basic scenes. When
these scenes are finally deterthined photo-
graphs of the scenes could be taken. When
the ptuitographs are developed they could
be displayed and the following questions
,asked:
(a) What is the correct sequence for the

photographs?
(b) Do the photographs tell a story?
(c) Could the order of the photographs be

changed to tell a different story?
(iv) Diming a Movie. With a minimum of in-

struction childreil can draw a movie on
16 millimetre Clear leader film with felt
pens: When the drawing is completed the
film is projected in the usual way and, the
pupils can watch their` creatiVe'efforts.
To be seen on the screen a single frame
needs to be repeated about 20 times. If
the film is too smooth for felt pens a little
fine sandpaper should be used,
An itheresting account of this exercise in a
fifth class can be found in "Grade Teacher"
(U.S.A.) February, 1969, pp. 110-113.
(Supreme Films.Pty. Ltd., 11 Young.Strect,
Paddington, .d&k clear leader film.)

(v) Film Making. Sothe teachers.might wish to
make a short super'8 movie film with their
cl4sses. At the middle and upper primary'
level it is suggested that the class build up

- a suitable theme for a film, plan the
sequences and finally act the Story while
the teacher Operate:5 the camera. This coi-
relates the drama and oral expressiOn work
and serves as a rich experience.,in film.

6.2 The Press
BEHAVIOURAL OBJECTIVES

A. The pupil will have the knowledge to begin
to be appreciative, discriminating and crit-
ical in his or her use of the press.

Jo
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1. The pupil will know how the press in

Australia operates:
a. .Will know the names. of the more

popular newspapers and magazines.
b. Will lie familiar with the anatomy of

a daily newspaper.
c. Will know that only some stories are

selectyd for publication.
d. Will know a little abOut how stories ;

are positioned in newspapers and
magazines.

e. Will know that the news is frequently
interpreted before presentation to the
public.

f. Will know that the various..publica-
tions can report the same event in
very different ways.

B. The pupil will have the ability to begin to
be appreciative, discriminating and critical
in his or, her use of the press.

F 1. The pupil will have effective -reading
skills.
a. Will be able to obtain maximum

comprehension of the newspaper and
magazine stories he chooses to read.

b. Will be able to recall the more im-
portant things he or she reads in the
press.

c. Will be able to use the press to ex-
tend his or her range and depth of
interests and to extend' his or her
vocabulary.
Will be able to use the press as a
source of information.

2. The pupil will be able to appreciate and
enjoy the press he or she reads. ,

3. The pupil will be able to analyse some
newspaper 'and magazine articles.
a. Will identify the elements which con-

stitute the anatomy of newspapers
and magazines.

b. Will identify some central- issues
presented by the press.

c. Will distinguish between important
and'unimportant articles in the press.

d. Will distinguish fact from opinion.
e. Will recognise bias and emotional

factors in reporting.

4. The pupil will be able to understand
press advertisements.
a. Will recognise what he or she is told

aboin adveitised products.
b. Will recognise what he'or she is not

told about advertised products.
c. Will recognise anything false or mis-

leading in advertisements.

5. The pupil will be able to use the press

it



to become more aware of the world
about him or her. .4st

L Using The
'Press

t
1. CRITICAL THINKING:

Approach:
In schc;ols all teachers are concerned with

developing the critical thinking faculties of pupils.
,At the primary school level (this takes the form
of gradually leading the pupils to think for them-
selves yet at the same time teaching them to
accept truth.

The pupils must also be give/sound reasons
for adopting other, more accurate, views than
their own. This will include an 'appropriate ap-
prieciation of the authority of teacher, state and
church.

The newspaper is an ideal too for the teaching
of critical analysis. It does in its pages exactly
what you want your Students to do. It presents
facts, it p °vides opinion; it draws conclusions;
it interp ts; it understands the interaction of
writer nd reader. *.

Learning Experiences:
(1) Discuss a significant story from a news-

papel: Lead pupils to ask:
What happened?
Why did it happen?
What difference does it make?

(ii) List on blackboard in random order all
news items in a paper. Have pupils list
thdm in order of importance.

(iii) Give pupils a list of facts from an actual
news story. Compare stories written by the
pupils witty the original newspaper 'story.,

,(iv) Have pupils write short news reports of a
recent event. Compare and contrast these
accounts.

(v) Locate stories that provide only the facts.
(vi) Read a section of a newspaper item and

ask class to discuss possible conclusions.
(vii) Find examples of slanting

by use of headlines;
by usa of emotionally-toned words;
by playing a story up or down.

(viii) Have the pupils re-write a newspaper story
from various points of view, but keeping
to the point.

(ix) The "Studying the Press" Section will con-
tinue to develop the critical thinking

"powers of 'the, children.
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Initially, it is recommended that ' the
whole class use the same edition of a par:
ticular newspaper. This can be achieved by
asking the pupils to bring aparticulae paper
to school on a given day each week (e.g.
the pupils could be asked to bring the
Tuesday edition of a particular morning or
evening paper to school each Wednesdays
The papers- could be kept at school, until
the following, Tuesday). The paper selected
for study will depend of course on the
paper the families in the area read. If the
teacher has a choice of papers, it is tvcom-
mended he select the one of better quality.

2. ENGLISH: The Skills of Communication:

Approach:
Our English studies form a pattern of inter-

related skills that are all part of the single act of
communication. After the Christian formation of
the pupils the first aim in primary education
must surely be the development of these skills of
communication speaking and listening, writing
and reading, acting and watching. The ability to

* communicate also involves aspects of social
studies and mathematics and almost all of man's
activities in which ideas are transmitted and
received. This ability is a necessary prerequisite
for full human development.

The newspaper as a vehiclejof communication
can be a very valuable tool in any communica-
ions programme. It can be used to assist in the

development of the speaking, listening, writing
and reading skills.

In some ways, he newspaper in the upper
primary years could complement the reading
material normally used.

Learning Experiences:

A. Listening
(i) Teacher reads selected news items to

class.
(ii) Pupils read to class and groups.

B. Ora' Expression
(i) Discussion of the headlines of selected

, stories.
(ii) Local news discussion.
(iii) Group work on Stories of interest.
(iv) Re-telling news stories to class or group.
(v) Discussion of possible developments in

current affairs.
(vi) Discussion of solutions to problems re-

lated in the press; erg. What would you
do to clear the oil slick in the harbour?

(vii) Discussion of the role or function bf the
daily paper.
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C. Written Expressriin
(i) Re-writing some news items in own
- ''*words.

(ii) Writing summaries of particular stories.
(iii) Re-writing a story and giving a 'dif-

ferent ending.
(iv) Suggesting different headlines for the

main story lin the paper.
(v) Writing an advertisement to seliNan elec-

tric train si:t.
(vi) Writing a letter to the editor.
(vii) Producing a class newspaper with head-

lines, stories, advertisements, poems and
perhaps a cartoon.

D. Reading
(i) Selection of suitable helps for the regular

. comprehension lesson. V
(ii) Oral reading to class or in group situ-

ation.
(iii) Vocabulary exercises.
(iv) Oral summaries of stories read.'
(v) Library assignments to find additional

information on topics mentioned in the
press.

3. SOCIAL STUDIES: Teaching' About
Society:

Approach:

SoCial Studies is concerned with teaching about
society and as the mass media have become an
integral part of current Australian society, we
cannot afford to ignore them.

The newspaper brings the world of today into
The classroom. 4111 gives us a picture of the real
world rather than the world of the social studies
text books. The better newspaperS are a per-.
petual record of the day-to-day developments in
our society and as such they cannot be ignored

'by educators.
In some ways the events 'related in thi, press

will correlate and strengthen .the Social Studies
programme, but at other times the world events
will be of such importance that the newspaper
will actually direct the teaching of the social
studies.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Direct pupils to collect news clippings on

specific topics.
(ii) Discussions and debates on matters of sig-

nificant ipterest. .

(iii) Compare and contrast our country with
others in the world, news.

(iv) Examine Worthwhile cartoons. Compare
the 'opinion' in the cartoon with that in
the news story.

(v) Local papers could be used profitably in

- the local area study.
(vi) Study of some advertisements showing:

(a) how people live in Australia, and
(b) how people live in other countries.

(vii) Make an in-depth study of a partied:4r
country through a study Qf news clippings'
over a period of months.

(viii) Make use of an atlas and a street directory
to locate places, mentioned in the press.

4. CATECHETICS: Christianity in the Nyorld:

Approach:
The Vatican Council reminded religious shep-

herds of their obligation "of so training and dir-
ecting the faithful that by the help of these in-
struments (of social communication) they may
pursue their own salvation and fulfilment, and
that of The entire human family" (Abbottp.320).
The document went on to remind tirfaithful of
their obligation to animate the mass media with
a humane and Christian spirit.

In a recent statement on medi education in
schools Cardinal Dell' Acqua reminded teachors
that "the critical senses of the young must be
trained as they approach the age of civic and
social responsibility. They must learn how to
read newspapers, judge films, view television,
etc., in such a way as to retain mastery of their
own minds and resist all that can depersonalize
them. This is an imperative need of our times."

Learning Experiences:
The role of the press in Catechetics will

depend very much on the topic under consider-
ation. The press might, for example, yield useful
illustrations of:

* the poor of this world;
* those called to suffer;
* genuine Christian charity;
* Christian dedication;
* self-sacrifice;
* spreading the Gospel;
* the Church in the world.

5. MATHEMATICS:

Approach:
The newspaper can be used for practical life

experiences with number and currency.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Numbei concepts can be developed by a

study of numbers in the news-paper.
(ii) Reading charts, graphs and tables.
(iii) Advertisements:

* shopping exercises;
* comparison of prices;
* study of classified ads.

(iv) Recording and graphing temperatures over
a short period of time.
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Studying The Press

1. ANATOMY OF THE NEWSPAPER:

Approach: , .

The aim of this . study is to famikrise the
pupils with the anatomy of the newspaper by
helping them to-locate the:

masthead: name of paper
date of publication
price
edition symbol (if any)
headline (or streamer)
m,ain story
main local nKvs items
main national news items
main international pews items
sources of some news items
photographs, stop press.

Comment: editorial
letters to editor
political cartoons.

Services: advertising
business news
weather
radio and television
shipping
sporting information
comics and cartoons
feature articles.

Learning Experiences: 1

Experiences to familiarise pupils with the gen-
eral anatomy of the newspaper:

(i) Ask class to tell you what they could ex-
pect to find in a newspaper. List them on
the blackboard.

(ii) Complete the list on the blackboard after
the pupils have examined their newspapers.

(iii) Dir9ct questions: Read me the name of
the paper? What is the date of publication?
How much does it cost? Read the head-
lines. What is the origin of the main story
on the front page? How many' advertise-
ments on page three? What is the weather
forecast?

(iv) Use labels or 'stickers' to drill the anatomy
of the newspaper, e.g. Pin a newspaper on
the notice board and let pupils fix the pre-
Ausly prepared labels to show the paper's
anatomy.

(v) Use subsequent sections of this programme
to increase pupils' understanding of the
anatomy of newspapers. .

.(00 Photograph Study: Suitable photographs
could be used for some intensive question-
ing aimed at developing perception, e.g.
What- does the photograph tell us? How
does it work? What happened? How many
people are involved?

News Items..

Entertainment:

2. ADVERTISING IN NEWSPAPERS:

Approach:
The economists tell us that a twentieth century

Western economy needs advertising and the over-
all result is cheaper goods for the consumer. In
newspapers, advertising has a two-way role; as a

' service to the community and a vital component
in a newspaper's economy. Thanks to advertis-
ing, the consumer can be better informed aboul
the range of products available'and can purchase
a paper at a reasonable price. Without adver-
tising the newspapers would be Most expensive.

Teachers need positive attitudes towards adver-
%lug and should attempt to 'develop pupils cap-
able of reading advertisements critically. Again,/
this is done through pupil discovery rather than
preaching by the teacher.
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Learning Experiences:
(i) At the upper primary level th,e sttdy of

advertising is straightforward and aims
initially at comprehension.
What is the product?'
What` are you told about the prbduet?
What else about the product do you need
to know?
What does the text .say?
What captures the eye?

(ii) Advertising quiz: The purpose of this activ-
ity is to make the pupils locate specific
advertisements in a particular newspaper.
The quiz could be cbnnmenced by the
teacher and then the pupils could ask the
questions, e.g.:
(a) On what page is the Fleming's adver-

tisements?
(b) What firm is advertising Simpson T.V:

sets?
(c) How much will h housewife pay for

2 lbs. sausages from Mastercut
Butchers?

(d) How much is the deposit on new Hol-
e dens from Muirs' Motors?

(e) etc.
(iii) Supermarket advertisements are very u-

ful for the mathematics period. Here, somp
attention should be given to approxima2
tions and estimations, as well as straight
computation.

(iv) Ask pupils to find advertisement that is
creative. Discuss the most appealing words,
,etc.

(v) Select suitable advertisements and ask
pupils to locate exaggerations or possibly
misleading statements.

(vi) Ask pupils to re-write, the text of a par-. tictilar advertisement to convey a different
message.

(vii) From magazines and newspapers at home
clip advertisements that depend on verbal
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(not pictorial) messages for their product.
These clippings could be discussed in class.
As a follow up exercise the class could be
directed to write a verbal advertisement
for an item of clothing.

(viii) The appeal in advertisements: The previous
activities have been.mainly concerned with
comprehension, but by sixth grade some
pupils could be led to discover the appeal
in certain advertisements, e.g.:
(a) What ih me is the particular advertise- \

rapt appealing to?
Over a period of time a teacher might
care to build up categories of appeal
,(e.g. youth, beauty, laziness, security,
science, etc.).

(ix) The. writing of :advertisements can be ,en-
joyable and is, easily correlated with cre-
ative writing and art. .

(x) Attempt to check the information in an
'advertisement with the actual product.

Different pupils could be directed to citsck
advertisements by:

simple experiments at home;
asking members of the family for
their opinion of the product undei

. discussion; .

(xi) Locate advertisements that -citer for young
people. What special features do you
notice in these advertisements'? Do they
appeal to you? Compare these -advertise-

,ments to others catering for a different age
t group.

3. PRESENTATION OF THE NEWS:

(A) Physical Variables in News Presentation:

Approach: d
An examination of the way a newspaper

actually prints news indicates the.importance its
sub-editor thinks each item has.

The main physical, variables to look for are
the amount of space given to a story, its position
in the paper and on the page and the size and
character of its heading and type. Stories that
editors think will interest their,reade.rs will gen-
erally be given ample space and prominent head-
ings.

Most newsp6pers plan their most important
story on the left hand side of the front page.
Inside the paper the right hand side pages are
considered more important than the left hand
side pages.

Learning Experiences:
Direct the pupils to locate examples of the

following:
(i) The principal story in a particular news-

paper.
(ii) Other front page news. .
(iii) The principal story on page three.

(iv) The sory with mOZeNpace (that js, column
inehe4 on plige two. is this story more im-

, porflint that the principal story on page
three?

(v) Which 'is the largest photograph in the
paper?

(vi) Which' story on pages four and'five has the
biggest heading?

(B) Factual Reporting and Opinion
Approach:

Newspapers usually provide' readers-with both
factual information and opinion. Young readers
will require some assistance to discrithinate be-
tween the two:

Learning Experiences:
(i) Select suitable newspaper

pupils to:
(a) list the facts of each story;
(b) list the "non-factual information"

found in each story.
(ii) Organize a class discussion round the

topic; "Why do we require newspapers
to interpret the news for us?"
Sonic of the more advanced pupils could
be directed to re- write ,a news-story with a
different interpretation of the facts.

(C) Basic Differences in Newspapers:
Approach:

After the pupils become familiar with the
anatomy Pf the selected newspaper, some work
could be done on .the differences in newspapers
to 'help pupils discover that newspapers give dif-,
ferent accounts ofy.the same news. This is an
attempt to make them more critical and discern-
ing. Here there is also a long term goal rais-
ing the standards of our newspapers.

Learning Expelences:
(i) Note different headline topics of the papers

on a given day. .

(ii) Compare page placements of the same
item of news in different papers.

' (iii) Select a suitable story from papers avail-
able and locate differences in fact.

(h) Compare the photographs of a particular
event in the different papers.

(v) Locate news items in one paper that are
not found in the same edition of a com-
parable paper.
Compare the number of local news storics
in the papers on a given day. ft4t,
Compare the space given to sport in
various papers. It is interesting to compare
the morning and afternoon papers in this

' regard. Does the amount of space given
over to sport vary from Monday to Fri-

,day?
iii) Compare the -good news' and tad news'

items in the papers available.

. ,

stories and ask
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4. COMIC STRIPS:
Approach:

ti ThF ,comic strips published daily in newspapers
are very popular with most children. They can
follow the comic strips with less effort than is re-
quired to read a news story and they .enjoy the
fast and furious action of\ most strips.. Children
will tell you: "You know by the pictures what
the people are doing, and you know by the bal-.
loons which person is saying what. You also know
by the pictures which are the 'good' people and 1
which are the 'bad' and you generally know what
to expect from them:" Hence, even the weaker
readers usually have sufficient skills to follow and
enjoy the comic strips.

The primary school 'teacher can capitalise on
this interest in comic strips when he is teaching

,..-abouLsociety (i.e. the Social Studies programme)
and when he is developing the skills of communi-
cation.

Comic strips present ideas about sdciety and
the teacher does well to help the children under-
stand the pictures of society 'presented by the
various comics. This is npt achieved by preach-
ing against the comic strips or explaining why a
particular comic is poor. but rather by leading
the pupils to discover the philosophy of the
comic under discussion.

Learning Experiences:
The approach will depend on the actual

comic(s) under review, but the following activ-
ities would generally be useful:

(i) Direct the pupils to clip a full week's in-
stalinent of continuous comic strip and
then raise these questions:
(a) How many accidents actually happened

during the week?
(b) How sensible Would, tae plot, and dia-

logue appear if expreped by real
people?

(c) What kind of people appear in this
.comic?

(d) How can you identify 'the good' ,
'the bad?

(e) What are some of the goals possessed
by the characters in this comic?
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These questions are designed to force the
youngsters to look closely at the comics and, dis-
cover the stereotypes .with the endless repetition
of theme and character. 'When, or if, this is estab-
lished, more quesiionS'coulck be asked along the
following lines: Do you know any person like
someone in this comic? Are the comic c1 arac-

0 ters like your parents, brothers and sisters? Are
they real people?

The second set of questions'is designed to help
the pupils realise the real world is not the world
of the comic strips. This is not designed to des-
troy their enjoyment or stop them reading the
comics; but rather to help them react with a
greater awarene,ss and understanding.

Used in this way, comic strips are useful tools
in teaching our pupils about current Australian
society.

(ii) More activities with domic strips:
(a) Take a single strip and write a new

text to accothpany the pictures.
(b) Design an original strip by collating

Q.
single frames from a number of comic
strips. ,.

(c) Select a serial type comic strip and dis-,
. cuss what might happen in the next

episode. -.
- , '

' I

5. CARTOONS ON CURRENT EVENTS:

Approach: .

Another useful approach is tho discussion of
cartoons appearing in the daily press. Many car-
toons on matters of current interest are intel-
ligible to upper primary children and can be
discussed with profit. ,

A' discussion of a couple of cartoons on the
same topic would lead the pupils to discover that
the press is not uniform in its interpretation of
current events Also, the pupils' will 'quickly
learn that a m sage in cartoon form can be just
as effective as written message.

Learning Experiences:
j) Ask the Pupils to''bring along current car-

toons that they can understand and would
.like to hav6 discussed.

(ii) Make at display of all suitable cartoons on
a, particular event. i

(iii) Some or the more Creative pupils could be
asked to construct a novel cartoon from
Clippings. . .i

(iv) The caption under a cartoon could be
altered to change the meaning of the
original cartoon.

6, REGIONAL NEWSPAPERS:

Approach:
. This curriculum is designed for use with the
smaller newspapers as well as the dillies pro-
duced in the capitals. In many ways, the
country newspapers are preferable for this pro-

4
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gramme because the vocabulary level is often
lower;more stories are from the local area, per-
haps the pupils will know some of the people
featured, and the advertisers will be familiar.

'These papers contain much more suitable
material for treatment in the classroom and pro-
vide useful material for.local area studies.

The free papers distributed in the metropoli-
. tan area can also be very useful. If approached,

the editors of these free papers will generally
`2;.; pply the papers required. The editors of some
free papers are co-operating with teachers and
publishing historical material suitable for the

.local areag,stu

Learning tx =lies? ,

The experiences \listed in this curriculum for
the metropolitan papers would generally be just
as suitable for a study of regional papers.

-7. GENERAL NEWSPAPER ACTIVITIES:

(i) Excursions to a newspaper printery can be
'very profitable.

(ii) Invite the editor or reporter .of a- local
paper to 'speak to ,the.pupils about his
work.

(iii) Design and conduct surveys with the pupils
to determine the newspaper buying habits
of the families in the region. This could be
correlated with graph work., in mathe-
matics.

(iv) Study the large street posters for the daily
papers. Some possible discussion points
are: Is the poster reporting news accu-
rately? Is it misleading? Does the paper
have a more important story?

(v) Ask the pupils to collect papers from coun-
try areas and overseas. These form an in-
teresting display on the noticeboard.

(vi) For the more advanced pupils the teacher
could organise a class discussion round the
question: "What makes news?"

8. CATHOLIC PRESS:

Approach: `
This programme, although designed primarily

for use with the secular press, can be profitably
used with papers like "The Catholic Weekly",
"The Leader", "Southern Cross", and "The
Advocate". When the Catholic press is substi-
tuted for the secular press, the study could be
correlated with the religion lessons.

Learning Experiences:
0) The anatomy of "The Catholic Weekly".

(ii) Main local story.
(iii) Main story from Rome.
(iv) Features.
(v) Advertisements.
(vi) Correlation with religious instruction:

(a) The references to the Pope;
Missionary.activities;

(c) GroVit of the Church in Australia
(e.g. ordinations, apostolic ventures,
new foundations, blessing and opening
of new buildings, etc.);

(d) Liturgy.
The vocabulary loxl of,, the Catholic press, is

higher than the secular press, but from time to
time a profitable study could be made. Perhaps
a detailed treatment of a Catholic paper once ci
twice a term would be sufficient.

9. AKING A CLASS NEWSPAPER:

e 'printing of a little class newspaper can
motivate the mils with their Written Expression
and associated activities. It also provides direLt
experience with many of the processes used daily
in the publication of newspapers.

6.3 Radio
BEHAVIOURAL OBJECTIVES
A. The pupil will have the knowledge to begin

to be appreciative, discriminating and trit-
ical in his or her use of the, radio.
1. The pupil will know how the radio oper-

ates in Australia.
a. Will know that programmes are

transmitted from many places.
b. Will know that a radio receiver is

designed ,to pick up a number of
programmes which are transmitted
on a variety of frequencies.

c. Will know that radio stations use
different formats to entertain
listeners.

d. Will kriow that radio can bring news
very rapidly to listeners.

B. Pupil will have the ability to begin to be
appreciative, dis riminating and critical in
his or her use o the radio.
1. The pupil I ill be able to appreciate and

enjoy what he hears on, the radio.
2. The pupil will have effective listening .

skills.
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a. Will be able to understand what he
or she hears on radio.

b. Will be able to recall the important
things he or she hears on radio.

c. Will be able to use the radio as a
source of information.

3. The pupil will be able to , ompare radio,
programmes.

4. The pupil will be able to differentiate
between what he or she regards as pleas -
ant and unpleasant radio music.

5. The pupil will be able to use the radio
to increase his or her awareness of the
world about him or her.

6. The pupil will be able to rate radio pro-
grnmmes on the basis of enjoyment and
enrichment.

7. The pupil will be able to analyse radio
programmes.
a. Will distinguish between important

and unimportant statements.
b. Will distinguist, fact from opinion.
c. Will recognise bias and emotional

factors in a presentation.
8. The pupil will be able to understand

radio advertisements.
a. Will recognise the truth in advertise-

ments.
b. Will recognise anything:false or mis-

leading in advertisements.
9. The pupil will be able to make some

evaluation at the conclusion of a period
of radio listening.

10. The pupil will be ably to state why he
or she listened to a particular pro-
gramme.

Using The Radio

b CRITICAL THINKING AND LISTENING:

Approach:
In all curriculum areas we are attempting to

help children grow as persons by developing
their skillsiof communication. One of these skills
is the ability to think and listen critically. This
curriculum outline emphasises the critical use of
the medium of radio and indicates how it ex-
plodes into all curriculum areas. Guiding the
pupils to use this modern medium critically will
therefore occur right across 'the full spectrum of
the school curriculum.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Tune the radio to a news bulletin and

(a) direct the pupils to listen for the
various news items mentioned and then
build up a blackboard list of the items
mentioned by the news reader;

(b) direct the pupils to make a written list
of the items as they are mentioned;

("direct the pupils to make a written list
of the news items after the broadcast is
concluded;

(d) direct the pupils to report a singles
news item by a ,simple line drawing.

(ii) Tune the radio to a news bulletin and
direct the pupils to, note all the details of
the first item mentioned. The radio could
then be switched-off and an intensive oral
comprehension could follow. If the material
is ,suitable it written expression exercise
might profitably follow.

(iii) Tune-takiadio to a story (serial, narrative,.
newv, etc.) and let the pupils listen for a
shor while. Switch-off the set before the
segm nt finishes and ask the pupils "What
do u believe happens next?"

(iv) List du the blackboard all news items for a
radio news broadcast. Have pupils list
them in order of importance.

(v) Select a suitable news broadcast item and
lead pupils to ask

How?
When?
Where?
Why?

(vi) After listening tb a news item on the radio
ask the class to discuss possible future
developTents.

(vii) Listen to a news broadcast for possible ex-
amples of sensationalism (emotionally-

---> toned words, etc.).
(viii) Have pupils re-write a radio news item

from various points of view,.but keeping
to the point.

(ix) Listen for news stories that provide only
the facts.

(x) Select a suitable programme (Health, Social
Studies) and direct the pupils to make brief ,
notes on the more important points in the
programme. At the conclusion of the pro-
gramme the class could be divided into
pairs or small groups to compare notes.
After discussion a final written summary
could be prepared by each Group.

(xi) A comparison of news items on the radio
with those- in the naWspaper could be a
profitable exercise.

(xii) Divide Class into groups and direct each
group to listen to the news on a different
station. A comparison of the items men-
tioned by each station could lead to a pro-
fitable discussion:

(xiii) Play a short pre-recorded segment to the
class (news, serial, guest speaker, etc.) and
test their listening ability by a short Ikrit-
ten telt, perhaps with one-word answers.

(xiv) The teacher may guide a discussion on
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t.

listening by writing the following questions
on' the blackboard:

* How does listening affect school
work?

* What. part does a listener play in a'
conversation?

* How does listening affect speaking?
* What can hinder listening?
* Why are listening,skills important?

(xv) Pupils make posters illustrating good and
bad listening habits.

2. ENGLISH: The Skills of Communication:

Approach:
The radio is another vehicle of communication

that can be a very valuable tool in any primary
school communications programme. Radio can
be used to assist in the development of listen-
ing, and can be correlated with work in oral and
written expression and reading.

Learning Experiences:
A. Listening:

See list of activities in previous section.

B. Oral Expression:
(i) Discussion of the headlines of news

broadcast.
^

(ii) After listening to a radio interview
divide the class into pairs for simple
interviews. Some of these could be taped
and played back to the class.

(iii) Listen to a segment of a 'talk back' or
`open line' programme as a stimulus for
oral expression.

(iv) Re-telling news stories to the class or
group.

(v) Discussion of possible solutions to prob-
lems related by the radio.

(vi) Music and sports .programmes are popu
lar with, upper primary children and
could be used for discussion material.

(vii) Plan a 'discussion around radio pro-
grammes the class would like. to hear in
the months ahead.

C. Written Expression:
(i) Re-writing suitable radio news items.
(ii). Writing short summaries of selected

items of general interest.
(iii) Writing interesting headlines for the

main news story of the day.
(iv) Writing a radio advertisement to sell

children's shoes.
(v) Writing an account of a recent school

function that could be read on a class
radio programme.

D. Reading:
(i) Seek additional information on people

. or places mentioned in a radio gm-
gramme.

(ii) Use an encyclopaedia to check som e
facts and figures given in a newscast.
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3. SOCIAL STUDIES: Teaching About
Society:

Approach:
Like the newspapers and television the radio

brings the world of 1975, into the classroom.
Radio gives an up to the minute record Of some
developments in our society and hence should be
included as an aid to our Social Studies pro-
gramme.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Discussions and debates on significant mat-

ters mentioned on the radio.
(ii) Compare and contrast our local area with

other places me.ntionedoon the radio.
(iii) Prepare a class radio programme to tell

people in other places how<yve
(R) Using an atlas and streel\threctory locate

soine places mentioned in A particular ...-

programme.

4. MUSIC:

Approach:
Popular music has the widest audience appeal

on radio in this country and within the primary
class music 'programme some study of current
recordings fits naturally.

Learning Experiences:
(i) Have pupils listen to a couple of the more

popular disc jockeys and then discuss their
styles.

(ii) Listen to some of 'the pupils' favourite
tunes. in the Top 40. D4cuss- the main
appeal and any messages they might
contain.

(iii) Tape a popull song and after playing It to
the class discussithe basis of its popularity.
Is it the words? the rounds? ,the message?

(iv) Have pupils select a singer who is noted
for singing personal songs. Let them make
a list, of the songs he has recorded and
perhaps a brief summary of what each
song is about. Discuss the summaries in
class:

ti

Studying The Radio],
I. ANATOMY OF RADIO:
Approach:

The aim of this small unit of work is to fam-
iliarise the pupils with the programming of radio
stations.

Learning Experiences:
Suggested activities to familiarise pupils. with

the "general anatomy of radio stations in
Australia.



(i) The pupils are directed to listen to the
type of programmes being broadcast from

.,each station at d given time. This can be
- done by slowly ,moving the tuning dial

across the radkiL The pupils would list
what they heard on each station. To get a
true overview of radio in a city this activity
would be repeated at different times on dif-
ferent days. The result of these sweeps
across the dial Could be compared and
some generalizatiks should result.

(ii) Assignment. Pupi s make a list of the pro-
grammes on a p ticular radio station. The,
more advance pils could graph the tiny'
spent listening i

to different progranune
types.

E/ .
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2. CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF
PROGRAMMES: 1.,

Approach: /
Comprehension and discrimination are two of

the fundamental goals of mass media education.
In the study of radio exercises to achieve these
goals shohld be provided. /
Learning Experiences:

(i) See sixteen activities listed under the head-
ing Critical Thinking and Listening in the
first part of this unit.

(ii) News Quiz. OVer a period of a couple of
days the class listens to the news broad-
cast from a particular station. Selected
pupils prepare a quiz to covir the items
mentioned over these days. At the end of
the week the teacher conducts the quiz,
using the questions prepared by the pupils.

3. ADVERTISING ON RADIO:

Approach:
The rationale for a study of advertising was

given earlier.
On radio, advertising has a two-way role: as

a service to the community and a vital com-
ponent in a radio station's economy.

Learning Experiences:
At the 'primary level an introductory study of

advertising is straight forward and aims initially
at compre ension.

(i) Basic comprehension of a particular adver-
tisement heard by the whole class:
(a) What is the product?
(b) What are we told about the product?
(c) What else about, the product do you

wish to know?
(ii) More advanced questions:

(a) What type of person read this radio
advertisement?
Did you recognise the voice?

(b) Did the advertisement have back-
.

/
/ (iii) The following questions could lead to

profitable discussions: .
(a) When dci you prefer to

mercial s? i
(b) Do any commercials annoy you?
(c) How often can a commercial be

peated bOfore it becomes boring?
-.(d) Are the e any commercials which you

think ar dangerous or misleading?
(e)

Why?
a e /your favourite commercials?

(iv) Frequency Of advertisements. Have pupils
listen to the various commercial radio sta-'
tipns and niake a count of the number of
advertisements in a given period, perhaps
15 minuteS. Some of the more advanced
pupils might be able to actually time the
advertisements in this survey.
The result$ of these little surveys could be
graphed dUring a Mathematics period.

4, MAKING CLASS RADIO
PROGRAMMES:

Approach:
Pupil involvement in the preparation and pre-

sentation of a class radio programme is probably
the most effective technique for developing a
genuine appreciation of radio. A tape recorder
makes it possible for a class to make a radio
programme amp at the same time provides inter-
esting activities.ifor the development of oral and
written expression together with oral reading and
listening skills.

Learning Experiences: ./-
(i) With the aid of a tape recorder involve

the class in the production of some short
radio programmes.
Suggested, segments for class radio pro-
grammes are:
(a) Brief descriptions f things in the class-

room, e.g. fish tank, natnre corner, art
display.

(b) One Minute r,eports on some local
function or event at school.

(c) Pupil' interviews.
(d), Reports on excursions.
(e) Digests of sports results.
(0 Summaries of the news,from radio and'

newspaper.
(g) Pupil made advertisements, both in-

dividual and group.

grOund musks or sound effects?
(c) Did you like this particular advertise-

ment? Why?
) Did the advertisement use any very

interesting Or creative words?
(e) Did this particular advertisement give

you all the relevant 'information about
this produet?

(f) Was this radio advertisement exagget-
ated or misleading in any way?
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(h) A pupil reporter interviews the class
teacher or principal.

(i) Imaginative descriptions, e.g. a tortoise
race.

(j) Class singing or recitation.
(k) Book reviews and reviews of television

programmes.
'(1) Visitors to the school would also make

for interesting interviews.

4
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.(m), Representatives from class sporting
teams could be interviewed about re-
cent games.

(n) Interesting pieces of written expression
from the pupils could also lie included
in class radio programmes.

(o) The segment of a class radio pro-
gramme could be separated by a few
bars of music, perhaps from pupils'
recorders.
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7.0 Communication with Parents

When this curriculum is first introduced
teachers might consider informing parents of the
scope and objectives of mass media education.
Without some explanation parefits could be ex-
cused ,for any misgivings about the media. pro-
gramme. Also, as so much of the children's con-
tact with the mass media takes place within the
home environment it is obvious that any ,pro-
gramme aimed at teaching media discrimination
will ideally need to be.supported by both parents
and leachers.

Mass Media Education Evening:
The general .aim of such a session would be

to arouse parental interest in media education
and to seek support for the programme.

Sample Programme:
1. Provide the parents with some statistics on

the exposure of children to the media.
2. invite the parents to suggest ways in p,hich

their sons and daughters appear to be influenced
by the media.

to.

O

3. Make some comment about research find-
ings on the impact of the media on children.

4. Develop the idea Of mass media as agents
of education.

5. Explain the objectives and learning experi-
ences of the programme.
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6. Display some of the media work of the
pupils.

I
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, 8.0 Guidelines for Evaluation of Television, Press

and Radio

Standard Desirable If . Undesirable, If .

1. Does it appeal to age level of
audience?

gives information and/or entertain-
ment, related to, real life situations or
interests.

4

It is cill, boring, not related to ex-
perience or interests.

2. Does it meet needs ter-
tainment and action?

It deals with wholesome adventure,
humour, fantasy, or suspense.

It is emotionally disturbing mut
overstimulating; places unnecessary
emphasis on cruelty and. violence; is
loud, crude, or vulgar.

3.. Does it add to one's understand-
. ing and appreciation of himself,

others, the world?

It is sincere, constructive, informative;
gives a balanced picture pf life; en-
courages decent* human relations; is
fair to races, nations, religions, labour,
management.

It is one-sided, or propagandist;
arouses or intensifies prejudice; takes
advantage of immaturity and lack of
knowledge.

4. Does it encourage worthwhile
ideals, values, and beliefs (con-
cerning such matters as family
life)?

It upholds acceptable standards of
behaviour; promotes democratic and
spiritual values, respect for law,
decency, service.

It glamorizes, crime, indecency, in-
tolerance, greed, cruelty, encourages
bad taste, false standirds of material
success, personal vanity, intemperance,
immorality.

5. Does it stimulate constructive
activities?

It promotes interests, skills, hobbies,
encourages desire to learn more, to do
something- constructive, to be cre-
ative, to solve problems, to work and
to live with others.

It gives details of crime and its detec-
tion; solves problems by force or
miraculous incident; leaves one a
passive spectator on the sidelines.

6. Does it have artistic qualities? It is a skilful production as to music,
script, acting, direction, art work,
color, settings, sound effects, print-
ing, photography.

It is poorly done, confusing, hard to
follow, action is too fast, too slow;
sound is too loud, too low; it hurts
the eyes; is poor art work.

7. Is the language used suitable? The language is correct, suited to its
subject; right for age level.

It uses vocabulary that is too hard or
too easy; poor grammar; or language
of the underworld.

8. Is the over-all effect likely to be
desirable?

It has a positive effect; gives larger
understanding of the world; helps one
become a happier, more informed,

'more useful, more responsible, more
interesting person.

It has a negative or zero effect; dis
courages living in real world; encour-
ages one to be more dependent, fear-
ful, or insecure; leaves one where he
was before, or pushes him back.

1

Taken from USING MASS MEDIA IN, THE SCHOOLS, W. D. Boutwell (Ed.)
National Council of Teachers of English, Appleton-Century-Crofts. New York, 1962.
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